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New head of admissions 
tackles CISAT, diversity 
by Chris 1iernan . 
staff writer 
JMU enten the fall semester with 
a chanae of seat in the office of 
admissions. Effective Sept. l, Roxie 
Shab«u wu named the new director 
after a naionwide search. 
Though she hasn't yet finished 
decorating her office. Shabazz said 
future goals for university 
recruilment and enrollment plans are 
in the discussion Sllge. 
"Ri&hl now, there are two major 
aoab,'' Shabazz said . "To improve 
and expand &he multicultural program 
and continue recruitment expansion 
for the CISAT poJJam." 
Shabazz attended Bryn Mawr 
Cotleae as an underaraduate and 
received her mu ter's degree from 
Villanova University. After working 
u COGniOlina c:oordiJ1auw at Temple 
Uninnity, Shabau wu usociate 
dean of admiaions at the Colleae of 
William cl Mary before urivina at 
JMU. 
The rep lacement for director 
• I 
comes after former d arector Alan 
Cerveny resianed last February Lo 
devote more time to his position u 
associate vice president for student 
affairs. 
To achieve her goals, Shahan is 
meetina with coordinators from both 
CJSAT and multicultural programs, 
but specific forecasts are not ready co 
be disclosed. she said. 
Last sp ring, there was student 
concern about minority recruitment 
and a decline in minority enroUmenL 
Det.le aver lhis issue heightened last 
March after 75 black students 
marched across campus in protest of 
an "11nsettlina" atmosphere for 
minority students. 
Shabazz said admiuions is 
workina on several recruitment 
innovations to bring a variety of 
students to JM u. 
This includes recruitment of more 
INdents for the College of Integrated 
Science and Technology. 
Shabazz aaid she views the future 
arowth ofCISAT u a building block 
that will cvenwally push JMU to the 
Roxie Shabazz 
next level. 
.. I see CISAT bringing us a new 
campus, new students and 
tremendous visibility," she said. "A 
university becomina of great 
prestige." 
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Academic system sees changes 
15% of all courses offered in the 
undergraduate catalog will be 
~ontinued. · 
This will: 
• Free up class space 
• Make more sections available of 
popular courses 
• Make catalog a better representation 
of courses offered 
• 5% of courses were reduced as of spring 
semester 1994 
• 15% reduction will be complete 
December 1994 
by Greg Froom 
senior writer 
The much-debated restructuring 
process continues at JMU. 
Reductions in class offerings, the 
trimester prototype and the on. Jine 
catalog are all evidence of the action 
being taken to c hange JMU 's 
academic structlD'e. 
By December, there wiJI be 15 
percent fewer classes in the catalog. 
Accordina to Vice President for 
Academic Affairs Bethany Obers t, 
classes which duplicate subject 
mauer of other classes, have low 
attendance or have not been offered 
for several years will be stricken 
from the offerings. 
The discon tinued courses will 
come from both general studies and 
major requirements. 
.. What we're getting at is 
curriculum revision," Oberst said. 
" Let's take a look at a curriculum 
and rand out whether it is effective 
and efficient." 
The reduction in curricula is 
necessary because "courses are 
invented and added to the curriculum 
yet nothina ever goes out of the 
curriculum," she said. 
There arc cour~ in the catalog 
which have not been offered for 
"three to six years." Such courses 
will be taraeted in the reduction, 
accordin& co ObcrsL The reductions 
\ 
' 
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ORL's visitation policy . 
Enforced 
by Sherri LaRowe 
senior writer 
Mom, dad and Lhc s ignificant 
other may have to find another 
place co spend Lhe night now that 
resident advisers and hall 
directors arc more strictly 
enforcing the JMU resident hall 
visitation policy. 
Associate Director of 
Residence Life Maggie Burkhart 
said, "We're not trying to keep 
people [rom being together. The 
spirit of the policy is wriuen to 
pTeserve the rights of the 
roommate," which are mainly to 
have a place to sleep arad study, 
she said. 
According to the 1994-95 
edition of the JMU Student 
Handbdolc, visiting hours are 
from 9 a.m. until midnight 
Sunday through Thursday and 
from 9 a.m. until 2 p.m. Fridays 
and Sarurdays. 
Durin& non-visitation hours, 
visitors of the opposite sex must 
remain in the study lounges and 
be there with a resident. 
Burkhart said the visitation 
policy affects all on·cam pus 
residents. 
Hall directors reside in the 
private apartments without 
roommates, but will be expected 
to be role models for their 
residents, she said. However, they 
may have guests, as long as they 
do not "disrupt the hall 
community," Burkhan said. 
The regulALion is nothing new 
to JMU. Burkhart said it has been 
a part of housing standards since 
before she began working for the 
university folD' years ago. 
Jermaine Williams, hall 
director of Gifford Hall, said Lhe 
difference in previous years is 
that "it just wasn't enforced as it 
should be. 
"We're supposed co enforce it 
every year. That's in the 
contract," he said 
But Williams said he will not 
be actively seeking out violations 
of the policy. 
"They don't expect us to 
knock on everybody's door at 2 
and check." he said. 
Burkhart said she stands 
behind that. "We don't listen at 
doors at night," she said. " We 
don't go looking for it." 
When a roommate gets upset 
over the fact that he or she feels 
uncomfortable in the room or 
can't sleep or study, that's where 
the Office of Residence Life 
comes in, she said. 
Williams said he lets his 
residents make the call. " If it 's 
okay with the roommate and suite 
mates, it's okay with me, but as 
soon as someone has a problem," 
he said, then it's his job to step in 
and help. 
Burkhart said, '1'his is not an 
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ROCER WOLLENBERG/ ttDjJ pltolo1rapltu 
Freshmen Megan McGraw and Jeff Nalevanko watch 
TV In her 5th floor Eagle Hall room Monday night. 
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Ultimately, Shabuz blows what her director position 
ena.ails. 
Shabazz hu not yet ldjusted to some of the quirks of 
JMU llld the ~~ea. 
.. My job is to brine this university the best freshm111 
class," Jhe said. 'That's bottom Hne." 
In tho NIUI'e, ldmissiona plans to spend more lime on 
the rold reauiting, according 10 Shabezz. Addilionll.ly, 
admissions is plmning special visiiS to promote CISAT at 
high schools that have strong conc:entrations in science 
and technology. 
.. comina 10 JMU, the hills ot a.rn.a.bura ........... ' 
lhe director 10 lhlnk the --- lhift in .. Cll'. '1'bank ' 
aoodness I don't drin a atudard abift, I.-obably 
wouldn't have IMde il" 
She 8dded. '"Drivina here. my husband llld I wlllled to 
know what the s&nnJe smell in the llir is. That amell of 
do& food or farm lllima1s, I don't know what." 
Nearing the end of her fiiSt week at JMU, the newly 
appointed admissions direc10r already feels at home on 
the new campus. 
Though faced with an endless schedule of 
administrative meetings, program developing and 1nvel, 
Shat.zz has marked her calendar for Oct. 22. 
.. It feels great." she said "Just walking on this campus. 
you can really enjoy the brold range of students." 
But like most newcomers to the Shenandoah Valh:y, 
"AboUl.SO of my friends from William cl Muy will be 
visiting for the football game." she said. .. But they know 1 
won't be cheering with them. I know where my loyalties 
are." 
Academic ______________________ _ 
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Oberst hopes that usage of the 
wiU eliminate entire class offerings, catalog can be inaeased by being on-
not just sections of a class. line. She envisions professors being 
" When someone looks at the able ro put their syllabi in the on-line 
catalog, there is an expectation lhat catalos in the futurt\. 
that class will be offered during the Making syllabi avail able to 
four years the student is enrolled," srudents in the on-line catalog will 
she said. give them more information when 
The reductions will be spread choosing courses. It will give 
across all colleges and departrneniS, professors more information about 
but the specific reductions wiD be left the type of infonnation that atudents 
up ro Lbe deans at the college level. are learning in ocher classes so they 
Reducin& class offerings provides can consider that in planning their 
several beneftts 10 srudents, Oberst own courses, Oberst said 
said. Having feweT offerings will "Puuinc the cataloc on line hu 
make the program more ri&orous mel enormoua po1ential internally," she 
free up faculty ---------------said. .. As 
10 teac:b classes u profeuora 
lbal •e more in The e~+ect is to make look " and 
darund. :IJ' build their 
is ~n:.:!r~! the curriculum more ~;;icu~i~ 
curriculum • " have a beD« 
more riaoroua, rigorous . . . idea of wba& 
more focused t h e i r 
on dleoUICOma Dr. BtdaaDJ Oberst colleacues 
the atudents vice pes:ident for academic atra.i:rs acron the 
need ID adUeve. __ __,.;;.;.,._~;;;;;;;;;;;..;.;;.;..;:;;;:;;;;;;:;;;;.;.;;;..:;;:=:.:.. campus are 
It's aoing to teacbina. 
pose questions of what is really too." 
central to an undergraduate Oberst said the on-line catalog 
c:urriculwn," she said. will streamline and provide more 
A better way of presenting the integration and .Uculation. 
streamlined curricula is being sought Integration was also ..::hieved by 
in the on-line catalog, which is this past summer's trimester 
available on the VAX. During the proiOtype. said .Dr. Cecil Bradfield, 
next five years the on-line catalog c hairman of the summer school 
will be further developed and Planning and Advisory Committee. 
expanded, Oberst said The third semester in the summer 
"What will it be like five years was a success although auendance 
from now? We're not sure." she said was down, Bradfield said. Summer 
o f the catalog. The main enrollment was down about 6 percent 
determination that must be made this year. He said JMU was not 
about the catalog is what type of unusual for having lower summer 
information will be included and school attendance. Virginia schools 
what audience it should serve. saw decreases in enrollment between 
There are five main categories of 4 pereeru and 12 percent, he said. 
people who use the catalog: · Rosemary Brenner of the Office 
prospective students, new studentS, of Institutional Research said about 
current StudentS, graduate students 2,428 students enrolled in summer 
and employers, Oberst said session this year: 
Oberst lidded she doesn't want ro Tbe focus of the trimester 
see anyone shut out of information prototype was to beucr integrate tho 
because they l..::k accese 10 the on- summer semester with the (all and 
line catalog. spring semesters, Brld6eklaaid. An 
impon.lt part of that in~egration was 
allowina students to have a list of 
summer offerings while planning 
!heir ran sc:beduJt\. 
He said that while the summer 
session is not viewed as an equal 10 
the other two semesun, it is possible 
for a atudcnt to take a full semester 
load durin& the summer. 
Another importmt aspect of the 
trimeater is the expansion of the 
types of eoursea offered. Bradfield 
said • aoal of the trimester is to 
expand lbe number of p:n«alstudies 
classes offered in the -.ammer. In the 
put. moJtly elective courses have 
been ofl'«ed. 
The trimeater program helps 
awdenu by aDowina them to take 
counea in lbo awnmer lhal would be 
difficuk 10 ,.... for durin& lbe faD 
IDd ..... - ..... 8ndfield aaicL 
.. ll would be much euier to &et 
into !hal ocetn0J11Pby clau in lbe 
summer," be aaid. addin& there wu 
an increue ill the number of general 
atudies offerinaa in the natural 
ICieacea 1at IUIIIIII«. 
.. Another benefit is that preuu:re 
will be ..ten off of class aizc in the I 
fall and apring aemesters," he laid. 
The summer school Plannin& and 
Advisory Committee did a fbcus 
group survey of swdenll and (aeulty 
involved in the summer sessbJn to 
gauge how well-received the 
program was. The results will be 
released in a report to be issued 
around the fust of November. 
The trimester program will be 
continued next year, Bradfield said. 
Next year's summer school will 
begin after May c:ommencement and 
will consist of three fouy. week 
sessions. Within the 12-week period 
there will be two six-week terms. 
• Summer commencement will be 
one week earlier next year, he said. 
Usually summer commencement is 
13 weeks after May commencement, 
this year it will be 12 weeks later. He 
said the chqes in lhe calendar wiU 
give summer achool students a 
lon&er break before retumin& to 
classes in the faU. 
Policy_· ______ ......._r;.___ 
corllnwd t'ront Pill• 1 
iaaue about sex. This is not an 
issue about cohlbillllion. 
.. It's not okay if someone is 
ban& rude uncombuble. If my 
roommate ill school would have 
aabd me if t. did could a&ay, I 
would lwve feb uncomlonable." 
Wil1.i.-ns said dW althou&h he 
thinka about 90 percent of the 
people who wortc for ORL violate 
the viaitation polic:y, the rule will 
be enf~ just as strictly on RAs 
this year. 
Weaver Hall RA Mark 
Johnson is datin& another RA. 
Because the two know the rule 
and have to enforce it, neither 
aaid they have a personal problem 
with iL 
Some students are not excited 
lbout the more ri&id enforcement 
of the rule. however. 
Freshman Robert Porter, a 
resident in Wine-Pric:e Hall, said 
he doesn't like the standard and 
hasn't met myone else who does. 
'1 hate that thing. because I &ot 
written up for it." Porter said. 
Porter and his guest were 
reprimanded after he wu caught 
escortin& hei out of the buildin& 
at 12:4S a.m. 
Poncr said he holds nothing 
qainat his RA who .. wu doing 
hb job." he aaid. but he said he is 
upaet bec:auae he (eels the rule is 
reauiaive. 
'1 lbint the ~ of IOCiay are 
aliule more maaare. ~don't 
need to be lnaled lib .,. .. " be 
aaid. 
Porter Mid ... undenlanda lbe 
re.oo behind the rule. which he 
believea is '"bec::aiiC of dale npe." 
be aid. Bua. '"if date rape ia JOin& 
10 hlppen. it's JOin& 10 heppen. 
"'Why doa 't tbey me a ••. 
,... aemiD.w inalead of loc:k:in& us 
up in here." he said. 
Ahhou&h Porter received a 
verbal warnin& and had the 
violation documented on his hall 
records, that won't stop him from 
entertainiJtg guests of the opposite 
sex in his room after hours, he 
said. 
"Now we do RA checks,'' he 
laid. before leaving the room. 
Junior Dana Shurr, a resident 
of Wayland Hall, said she doesn't 
think the stricter policy will have 
a great impact on her dorm. 
"I don't think they'd enforce 
it," she said of the RAs in her 
coed upperclassmen Bluestone. 
Men live right across the hall 
from her, making Shurr wonder 
how RAs could keep tabs on 
violations. 
"1 think people are goin& to go 
where they wmtiO go," ahe aaid. 
But Wayland RA Diane 
Richmond said ahe will enforce 
tho policy 10 the best of her abiliry 
becauae that' I t.f job. 
Ric:hmond a1ao said it doan 't 
matter if boyfriends and 
airlfriends reside in the same 
dorm, lbey .. not excluded from 
lheru&e. 
"It's alwayt been a myth dw if 
you lived in the same buildin&. 
you couldn't aet caught. That's 
only a myth. You can still get 
cauaht." Richmond laid 
Junior Brendan McOiynn. "!ho 
livea ~ 111 RAin Weav• Hall, 
said he thinks the rule could be 
worse. Wben his brother moved 
into hia dorm at Fla&ner 
Univeniry in SL Augustine, Fla., 
thia fall. McOiynn 's mother was 
not allowed to come up to his 
room aod help him because of a 
aimil• visiwion policy. 
Howevcr, McOiynn thinks the 
rute at JMU is a bit restrictive. 
"As lon& u it doem't ldversely 
affect your auite mates' atudy 
habits and sleeping routines, then 
the people should be able 10 do 
what they w11111," he said. 
..We don't need more 
replarionJ, we need 10 have more 
consideration. Maybe we ahould 
VOle Oft this." be aaid. 
SOA Vice President Jenny 
Biondi said she knows how 
incensed studenu ue over the 
policy. In eddition 10 her achool 
leadership dutiea abe alao aerves 
u an RA iD HiDiide Hall ' 
"'We .. chdic..S to wort on 
this iuue., beeaaue we have had 
tou of complainta from 
.............. uid.. 
BecnH of that, abe aaid, 
'"Vuu.don policy will be one of 
lbe by ideal we wiD be workina 
with lhia ya~." 
To inveatigate the problema 
aurrouadilla the policy, Bioedi 
uid the SOA is dai&nin& 111 ad-
hoc: commiaee specirx:aDy for the 
visitation policy. 
"AU the RAs and some of the 
hall directors are basically in 
agreement tha1 this policy sucks," 
she said. 
Burkhart said ORL is not 
resistant to change. "If students 
want to come up with another 
plan, we're willing to listen," she 
said. 
ORL 's goal, she said, is to 
meet peoples' needs, but the 
majority of complaints they 
receive stem from inconsiderate 
roommates. 
She estimates the office deals 
with three to four times the 
numbeT of roommate connlcts 
than problems with visitation 
policy. 
If they decide to chanae to a 
24-hour visitation plan. Burkhart 
said ORL would deal with it. 
"We'd juat be ~ one set of 
problems for another," she said. 
"To the press alone, chequer:ed as it is with 11buses, the. world is indebted for all the triumphs which 
have been gamed by reason and humamty over error and oppression. H 
Nicole Motley, trlilar 
Crate N........, m~~~~~~gmg etlitor 
Cyndy Uedtke, ~te~&~S trlitor 
.......... Owrwn.a, IU'IPf trlitor 
c.t.tJe ..... asst. ltftDS triUor 
- /llrMS Madison 
"--...... cqpy tr~Uq, 
Juca..,. Rhudy,tlllwrlisi1tg,..,..,. 
Flp De Llloa, 
AIM NaahDWitrf 




Student loan laws go into effe_ct 
' 
New regulations make more money available; increase efficiency 
by M-ale Welter 
contributing writer 
Obtaining and repaying federal 
studea.lloans may now be easier than 
ever before. 
This is the first full year that 
coUeae studenU will be able to take 
advantage of the federal direct 
student loan program established by 
the Student Loan Reform Act of 
1993. The act provides students with 
broader eligibility, a greater number 
of repayment options, and lower fees 
and interest raaes. 
The direct loan program, which 
toot effect July I, 1994, provides 
three types of direct loans for 
srudents to choose from. The newest 
loan option offered by the program is 
the direct unsubsidized Stafford loan, 
for which all dep'ce-seeking students 
are elifible. 
John Sellers, JMU directoT of 
financial aid and student 
employment, said, .. The main 
difference with the direct loan 
program is that the government 
becomes tbe Lender rather than the 
privaaesector." ' 
The traditional need-based direct 
Stafford Loan and the direct PLUS 
Loan are the two other options 
available under the program. 
The direct program also provides 
students with federally auaranteed 
loans that have several new 
repayment options. 
JMU does not participate in the 
direct loan program, but all students 
on campus are still eligible to receive 
either the subsidized or the 
unsubsidized Stafford Loan. 
" Students are the . 
wznners any way 
the school decides 
to go. " 
John Sellers 
director of financial aid 
Only I 04 schools across the nation 
are participating in tbe program this 
year. Tbe only Virginia school 
participating in the program is Old 
Dominion University. 
JMU has applied to participate in 
the direct program, but, Sellers said 
that does not mean J MU wi ll 
automatically participate. 
"We have the option of 
withdrawing the application before 
the Dec. 31 deadline," he said. 
Sellers said JMU may withdraw 
the application fpr several reasons. 
''For one, we are waiting to see how 
the program goes at ODU." 
"Students are the winners any way 
the school decides to go," Sellers 
said. By making the government a 
major lender, the direct loan program 
is also helping students at schools 
that do not participate because it 
provides private lenders with 
competition, he said. 
This results in "better services for 
students who borrow from private 
lenders," Sellers said. 
One of the new services private 
lenders are offering is the Electronic 
Fund Transfer system. also a feature 
of the direct loan program. 
ln the past, the EPT system lenders 
sent the JMU Financial Aid Office an 
individual check for each borrower. 
This caused students to have to wait 
in long lines to sign loan and refund 
checks. The EFT system 
automatically posts funds 
electronically to students' accounts, 
which means less refund checks are 
necessary. 
"Students used to have to wait 45 
minutes in a line of a hundred 
students to sign a refund check," 
Sellers said. "Now there's maybe 
four or five students in a line. The 
EFT definitely provides 
convenience," 
By 1995, the federal Commirtee 
On Education and Labor predicts that 
nearly half of the schools that 
provide federal student aid will offer 
direct loans, and by the 1998-99 
school year, the department expects 
that most schools will participate in 
the program. 
JMU's "wait-and-see" auitude 
would be approved by the U. S. 
Students Association. USSA 
literature describes another aspect of 
the legislation. the income-contingent 
repayment plan as a "fundamentally 
flawed program that will turn a 
college education into a second 
rnongage." 
Laura McClintock, 1994 JMU 
graduate and legislative director of 
USSA, said the problem is not with 
the direct loan program itself, but 
with this repayment program. 
"The naw is students who choose 
income-contingent rep~ment are 
lulled into a false sense of security:· 
McClintock said. Although the 
payments are lower, they are 
stretched over a longer period of time 
and do not make co llege more 
affordable, she said. 
This repayment option cuts 
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Study shows drop in national abortion rate 
by Zenl Colorado 
staff writer 
National statistics reveal that 
abortion rates in the United States 
have dropped to their lowest level 
since 1979. 
According to a recent su rvey 
conducted by the Alan Guumacher 
Institute. the number of women 
having abortions each year have been 
falling since the laae 1980s. Abortion 
figures consistently stayed at 
1,600,000 abortions per year from 
1980 through 1990, but the total 
number of abortions in the United 
States feU to 1.529,000 in 1992. 
1be recent survey concluded that 
the 1992 abortion rate was 26 
abortions per 1,000 women in the 15-
44 age bracket, meaning that 28 
percent of aJJ pregnancies (~cludJng 
miscarriages) ended in abortion. 1be 
abortion rate and ratio have reached 
their lowest level since 1976, yet 
they remain higher in the United 
States than in any Western European 
country wil.b ~rate statistics. 
Natalie Fitzwater, executive 
director of the Harrisonburg 
Pregnancy Celller, said that while the 
numbers of women having abortions 
in Harri~e>nbtq and across the nation 
is decreasing, the abortion rate is not. 
Fitzwaaer explained the decrease 
in the number of abortions by saying 
tbat the female population is 
decreasing, meaning there are less 
women It a reproductive &ae· 
She said the researchers of the 
statistics "are miaslna an .important 
pan. The numbers are decreasina to 
show less abortions. but they .-e not 
taking into account that the female 
population is shrinking. There are 
fewer people wbo ~ eligible for the 
statistic ... 
AccordiqJ t9 Pil:twater, the 
national statistics show a decrease in 
the number of abortions due to a 
population decline. However, 
according to statistics provided by 
the Virginia Department of Health, 
the population of females of 
reproductive age (15-44) has 
continued to increase in the state as 
weJJ as the Harrisonburg vicinity. 
In their report, Stanley Henshaw 
and Jennifer Van Vort, researchers at 
the Al.an Guttmacher Institute, gave 
several reasons not related to a 
population decrease for the decline. 
One possible reason for the 
decline in abortion rates, they 
concluded, may be a growth In the 
social acceptance of unwed mothers 
or less acceptance of abortion, 
Henshaw said. 
Another possible reason for the 
decrease, Henshaw said, could be the 
lack of availabil ity of abortion 
services for low-income women. 
Accordi ng to the survey, high 
abortion rates are charactqistic of 
central cities while low rates are 
found more in rural areas. 
He. said the number of abortion 
providers has dropped 18 percent 
between 1988 and 1992. In 1982 
there were 2,908 physicians who 
performed abonions. By 1992 the 
number had dropped to 2,380. 
Fitzwater disagrees with 
Henshaw's statistics on the drop in 
abortionists. She said, '1t looks like 
tbe number of abortion cliniC$ is 
decreasing, but what is really 
happeoina is the fact that abortionists 
are consolidating their practices into 
bigger groups. Also, there are some 
part-time abortionists wbo hide 
behind other medical jobs!' 
According to Fitzwater. 20 
percent of all pregnancies In 
Harrisooburg end in abortion. This 




Total number of abortions 
In 1982 1 ,573.9 * 30.0% 
In 1992 1,528.9 * 27.5o/o 
* Ratio of abortions per 100 
. pregnancies 
Harrisonburg 
20% of all pregnancies 
end in abortion. This 
number has stayed 
constant over recent 
years. 
source: MAY/ JUNE tSSUE OF FAMlLY 
PERSPECTIVES MAGAZINB AND TilE 
HARRISONBURG PREGNANCY CENTER 
~pc of20-28 percent .. ' .~ AJ £. 1 (" < I It• .. JC , , I I & .t r.' ... l f •, J I h i • W..'-,'1 .J 





by Zeni Colorado 
staff writer 
For students who transfer to 
JMU, their first weeks on campus 
may be filled with anxiety over 
lost credits, financial difficulties 
and feelings of loneliness and 
isolation. 
If you are a transfer student 
who has experienced any of these 
side effects of a transfer, you are 
not alone. 
Some transfer students 
attribute lhelr late graduation to 
the university 's Inability to 
transfer credit for certain classes 
from another school. 
Sophomore Chns O'Neill, a 
transfer from Radford University, 
lost 15 credit hours wilh his move 
to JM U. As a result he will 
graduate a year late. 
"I'm upset because I don't 
know why some of my classes 
didn't transfer," O'Neill said. 
According to O' Neill. classes 
such as biology 101 and music 
appreciation that he took at 
Radfotd did oot transfer. 
It is the job of the JM U 
transfer admissions staff to sort 
through course descriptions of 
colleges across the country to 
check the compatibility of each of 
the courses. 
According to Laika Tamny. 
JMU assistant director of transfer 
admissions, JMU accepts 800 
transfer students each semester, 
of which 550 usually enroll. 
Transfer students come from a 
variety of institutions with various 
courses, Tamny said. 
When determining wh ich 
courses transfer, the tn.nsfer 
admissions staff compares course 
titles and course descriptions from 
the school the student is 
transferring from wtth the courses 
at JMlJ. ln order for credi t to 
transfer, the course descriptions 
must match. 
JMU will not transfer credits 
of classes not offered at JMU or 
classes in which students earned 
less than a c. Tamny said. 
Some transfer students are 
finding they ha ve to repeat 
courses they took at other schools 
because of differences in their 
currictJium structures. 
Madonna Chiu, a transfer 
student from Old Dominion 
University who lost seven credits 
in her move to JMU. will also 
graduate late. 
Due to differences in the 
structures of their liberal studies 
programs, Chiu said she lost the 
credits she had earned in one 
math course and one science 
course. 
" I was very mad because I had 
to take a class over again. I had to 
take an e~tra math class when I 
came here because the course 
descriptions didn't match, and yet 
the class required the same book 
that I used in the class 1 took at 
Old Dominion University," Chiu 
said. 
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MIU IIEFPNER!plaoto tditor 
In an Interview recatly, Mike Cawley was 
asked about his decision to uansfer from 
Syncute to JMU. 
He answered with a question of his own, 
.. didn't I answer tballast yeat'1" 
be did. 
But that was last year, before 
Cawley passed for 1,988 yards, 
before be set the record for pass 
completions, and before he recorded the 
highest passing percencqe In JMU history, 
all in the last nine pmea of the season. 
All told Cawley holds 11 individual 
records at JMU, corrung in his first season 
after transfering in from Syracu5e. Cawley 
repeated his decision to come to JMU. 
"I was at Syracuse and I wasn't happy. I 
was getting impatient. I' m not the kind of 
person wbo can watch for too long, I have to 
be in the action. I would've had to walt my 
tum." he said. 
Scherer commented on Cawley's decision 
to nnsfer. 
"He had some friends that went here. I 
think there was some comfort in the fact we 
ran a similar offense as what tbey ran at 
Syracuse. Plus the fact that his coach and I 
were friends." 
Cawley wasn't sure what to expect wben 
transferring from a Division 1-A to a 1-AA 
proaram. 
"Game by game I didn't really think about 
baving a big year. I had goals of course, but 
I took my goals one at a time," he said. 
JMU head coach Rip Scherer was equally 
unwre. 
"Your never know what your getting with a 
transfer. We had pretty good insight as to what 
be was. His qua1erbeck coach at Syracuse was 
a teammate of mine at William cl Mary." 
Scherer said. 
''I was able to get an accurate insight into 
what Mike was all about, what kind of 
quarterback he was, and what kind of person he 
was." 
Scherer feels Cawley has taken his game up 
a leveJ since transferring. 
"I think he's grown to the point now where 
the major changes that he's had to make as a 
player are there. now its more of the little 
things. 
"The poise. the leadership, the seeing 
second and third recievers, sitting in the 
pocket, knowing when to baH out and when to 
hang in there. He's got the big picture down," 
Scherer said. 
Offensive assistant Jay Paterno. who works 
exclusively with the quarterbacks, was quick to 
praise Cawley's progress. 
"He's maturing everyday," Paterno said. 
"Once he got his feet wet this season he did 
really well He's got a tremendous arm." 
Paterno, who previously coached at UVa., 
compared Cawley's ability to some tauted 
Cavalier quarterbacks. 
"At Virginia I was &Jound Shawn Moore, 
Matt Blundin, Bobby Goodman and Symmion 
Willis and he might have tbe strongest arm of 
those guys," he said. 
"'The thing about him," Paterno continued, 
"is that mechanically he's still not perfect. 
When be throws that ball be may throw it all 
arm and have bad foocworlt but he still gets it 
there. And he's fast. He's got great feet" 
Cawley evaluated his strengths and 
weaknesses with modesty. 
" I t.hinlt one of my strengths right now is my 
knowledge of the offense . I have a strong 
enough arm to get away throwina the baJI 'all 
arm' sometimes," be said. "I've got to work on 
getting my footwork in place. I've got LO work 
on my pocket presence." 
Coach Scherer compared Cawley to another 
prolific passer at JMU, Eriq Williams. 
"Completely different yet very si milar," 
Scherer said. 
''Eriq was probably a more confident option 
quarterback. Mike has had to work at being an 
option quanerback and has the abiUty to be. 
With Eriq we were trying to build the house as 
we were building a foundation. With Mike the 
foundation was laid by his high school program 
and by Syracu!e." 
At Syracuse. Cawley felt he would end up 
being on the team for five years and only 
playing for one. But other than depth at each 
position, he feels the difference between JMU 
and Syracuse is not so great. 
"You've got more scholarships and usually 
you're picking from the cream of the crop in 
recruiting," he said. However, "We have a lot 
of talented athletes here. We don' t have as 
many. We don't have as much depth." 
Off the field, the differences in academics 
has been minimal. 
A business major 8J Syracuse, Cawley bas 
continued with accoonting at JM U. He has had 
to juggle not only practice and school but also 
endless sessions reviewing film in his spare 
time. 
"They want you to come in and watch film. 
They understand that academics is first. But 
they always want you to come in and watch 
film," he said. 
Even with a year of experience under his 
belt Cawley's expectations ror the '94 football 
season remain modest 
'1'he way I'm trying to look aLit now is that 
each game is a different season. You can't look 
ahead because that 's when you get beat." 
Here's the plan 
Defensive assistant Jeff Brookshire 
goes over a chart with team members 
In footba II pract ice Tuesday. The 
Dukes are getting ready this week to 
meet up with Middle Tennessee State 
at Bridgeforth Stadium on Saturday at 
7p.m. 
MAGGIE WELTER/st~~i« plto4ogroplur 
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Will Division 1-AA football survive or not? 
Lemish says university taking steps to move up to Division 1-A program in next 10 years 
.., c,.~, Llelltb 
Ullior 'WT'iur 
Willie die idea ol JMU pllyiDa Nobe Dime 
riJbt DOW iD fooblliDIJ .... flr-feldled, the 
DOdoa of playiDI on die same level u the 
Alhdnllrilb Ia nol fir away. 
AccordlDI to Doa Lemiab, JMU athletic 
director, tbe aniwnity ia '*ina Slept to mo~ 
10 Divilion 1-A iD lboul lO ,_.... 
.. , .... Madlaoa Uaivenity is known for its 
exceUeoce in 10 many ditfereot areas, and I 
would like to tee ua bave a foocbalJ propam 
comparable to the univenity's reputation," 
Lemith said. 
He added this would ba~ a positive impact 
on the recruitment ofstudeots and faculty, as 
well u a positive economic impact on the 
Valley. 
Lemish said be would like to see JMU's 
foocball proanm on a I* with thai of the Mid-
American or Big Sky conferences, both 
Division 1-A conferences. 
JMU currently competes in the Yankee 
Conference, which is made up of 12 Division 1-
M teams. 
For several years lbere bu been debate over 
whether Division 1-AA fOOiball wiD change its 
formiL 
Rip Scherer, JMU bead football coach, said 
the fucwe of Division 1-AA is .. really up in the 
air." He saki it wiD depend on the outcome of 
the NCAA's move to resuucture. After the 
199S and 1996 NCAA coovenlion.s, the future 
of Divilioa 1-AA will be more solidified, be 
said.. 
Scberer a aid JMU' 1 plana to move to 
Division 1-A are very .. appropriate and 
forward-thinking if 1-AA were to become a 
DOIHDdty and if we ~ enough success on 
the field aod in filling the swtium to justify 
tbll.." 
Le:misb said he thinks there wiU continue 10 
be a form of DiviJion 1-AA football but it may 
not look like the cum:nt divilion. 
Tbere could be a different structure that 
could brina about a different allpunent or tbe 
divisioo, be said.. 
Officials at other Division 1-AA schools 
also said the future of the division is 
questionable. Both Gene DeFilippo, 
Villanova' a athletic director, and Delaware 
AthJeCic Di.mciOr Bdpr Jobnsoo said they just 
"don't know" what will happen 10 the division. 
With this uncertainty, JMU will nave to 
make several changes from Its current 1-AA 
program in order 10 meet the requirements 10 
move 10 Division 1-A. 
Schools must have an average home 
attendance of at least 17,000 for the four years 
prior to the move. The other alternative is to 
have a stadium with a minimum 30,000 
permanent seats and an average attendance of 
•least 17,000 for home pmes for at least one 
of tbe four yean. 
Bridaefortb StAdium currently seats less 
than lS,OOO. Last year's average attendance 
was 9,7.50. 1'bere were 12,000 in attendance at 
this season's opener against Buffalo on Sept.4. 
Lemlsb said be was very pleased with 
aa.eod8oce for the Buffalo game. He said 1MU 
has bepn a marltelin& strategy to increase 
atteudanc:e • foocball pmes and that this is the 
fint step in makina the move 10 Division 1-A. 
The next step in making the move to 
Division 1-A would be 10 impro~ the stratgth 
of JMU'sacbedule. accordina 10 Lemish. 
NCAA rules atlpulate that Division I-A 
schools must play It least 60 pen::ent of their 
pmies aaainst Division 1-A opponents. JMU 
bu no Divilioni-A schools on irs schedule for 
tbisyeu. 
t.emiillaaid he hu scheduled BaJJ State, a 
Division 1-A school from the Mid-American 
Ccaference, as the opener for the 1997 season. 
Ste.ps for JMU t 
football 
move to a Division 1-A 
Scheduling games against Division 1-A 
opponents is difficult, Lemish said, because 
most Division 1-A teams can only play 1-AA 
teams 8l home. 
'The next step in making the move. Lemish 
said. would be adding seats to the stdum. He 
said the first phase of this would increase the 
sealing capacity 10 about 17,000. 
Lemish also said it wu possible to get a 
waiver from the NCAA for the rule of 30,000 • 
permanent sealS if less than half of the season' 1 
games were held at home and the 17,000 
atteod•nce requirement is met. He said JMU 
might pursue aucb Ill avenue. 
The other major difference between 
Division 1-AA and Divilioni-A are the lllliDber 
of· scbolatsbips the schools can give. l>ivision 
1-A schools can give up to 8S scbolanhips. 
JMU grants 63 football scholarships, tbe 
maximum allowed by Yankee Conference 
rules. 
This is the most costly part or going to 
Division 1-A, Lemish said, but a 63-scbolarship 
team Can't be competitive on a long-tmn basis 
with an 85-scllolarship team. 
Lemish estimated an additional $200,000 
per year to fund a Division 1-A program wouJd 
program: 
become necessary because of the increased 
scholarships. Private donations wouJd cover 
most of this amount. according to Lemish. 
This figure doe~ not Include the one-time 
costs, such u expanding the stadium. 
Lemish said JMU would first wortc on the 
attendance requirements before developing 
fio.ancial plans 10 move 10 Division I-A. 
JMU is not the onJy school considering a 
move to Division 1-A football. 
Two of JMU's Yankee Conference 
competitors, University of Connecticut and the 
University of Massachusetts, are also looking 
10 go to Division 1-A. 
According 10 Kyle Muncy, UConn assistant 
sports information director, the univenity bas 
developed a task force to study the possibility 
of moving to Division 1-A. The task force Is 
expected to make recommendations by the end 
or the month, be said. 
'1 think we are exploring the possibility of 
moving 10 that level because of the publicity 
and the money that could bC made," Muncy 
said. 
UConn would also need a larger stadium to 
go to Division 1-A, and the state of Connecticut 
has made a preliminary commitment to build 
ANGELA TEIUtY/stcuf artist 
the sladium, Muncy said. 
There is also the possibility or an NFL team 
moving to Connecticut. UConn's team could 
use the NFL stadium if that were to happen. 
according to Muncy. 
UConn needs to make a decision soon. The 
Big East Conference bas set a 1998 deadline 
for the university to join the conference for 
fooc:ball if the school goes Division 1-A. 
UMus is also looking into ways it could 
move 10 the Division 1-A level. 
According to the Aug. 20 Boston Globe, 
Michael Hooker, president of the five-school 
UMass system, is making inquiries as to bow 
to make it possible. 
UMass would have to expand its 16,000-
seat stadium or play at the NFL's New England 
Patriots' Foxboro Stadium. 
A task force is expected to be formed this 
month to explore further possibilities, 
according 10 the Globe. 
While some Yankee Conference members 
are eyeing a move to another level, two others 
are happy where they are playing football at the 
Division 1-AA level. 
Villanova University also has the 
opportunity to join the Big East Conference in 
1998 if it moves its football program up to 
Division 1-A. 
Gene Defilippo, Villanova's athletic 
director. said, ''We are very happy where we 
are at the present time." He said the program at 
VIUanova is where it needs 10 be. and It plans 
to stay at the 1-AA level and in the Yankee 
Conference. 
DeFilippo said he was asked bow be felt 
about Villanova moving to Division 1-A when 
he interviewed for the albletic director position 
last year, and he fell then that the program 
should stay where it is. 
The University of Delaware is also happy 
playing football at the Division 1-AA level. 
according to Athletic Director Edgar Johnson. 
"We believe the competitive level of football 
we are playing now meets all our needs," he 
said. 
Johnson said it is "not a good move" for 
Delaware to go Division 1-A and take on 
additional financial burdens. 
"It doesn't make sense, because we would 
be playing the same people we piay now," 
Johnson said. He added that Delaware made 
the change from Division U to Division 1-AA a 
few years ago, yet they continue to play the 
same people. 
.. 
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The ankee Conference produced 
three contenders in the Division 1-AA 
playoffs last season. Below are the 
projected season finishes for the 12 
teams as predicted by The Breeze. 
1. Bo ton Universit 
1993 ecord: 12-1 
BU was p ked to finish 11th out o 12 teams in the 1993 prese n Yankee • 
Conferen e poll. so go figure. B hind the play of quarter ack Robe~ 
Dougbe the 1993 Offensive Play r of the Year, BU went un feated until 
the NC playoff quarterfinals, los· gat Idaho. This year, Doug erty's back, 
as well as 16 other starters. Streng s: A forgiving schedule. though ~e 
Terriers t play at Massachusett , they also have the fortun o~ pla~tng 
lowly M ne, Rhode Is land and olgate. ~lso a strong de nstve . hoe. 
Weakness : Dougherty tends to interception-happy. throw g 17 m 12 
games last season. 
2. Del ware 
1993 ecord: 9-4 
For a foot all program with traditio like the ~ightin' B1m: Hens, no s~on is 
ith out a trip to the pl offs. This year won t be y different. 
ack Daryl Brown retu s, already UD's all-time le ding rusher 
yards. Head coach Thbby Leonard also has two strong uarterbacks 
ett and Keith Langan ready to play. Strengths: number of 
returning layers with extensive xperience in bigh-pressur sit.u~tions. 
Weakness s: The road to the cb ionship goes through bo Will1am & 
Mary and - and the Dukes h e upset the Blue Hens the l t two years 
both at B · geforth Stadium and Del ware Stadium. 
1 0 20 3 0 
Surprised bout a No. 3 predictio ? Don' t be. The Dukes b ing back a 
Division I- third-team All-Ameri return specialist in Dwight obinson, a 
qua rterba k who can launch bat s like a rocket i n Mike awley, an 
experienc and beefed-up offensi e line, and a defense that improved 
inunensely since 1992. They may h e learned their lesson abou taking any 
team too htly after a fJtSt-half sc from Buffalo. Strengths: The Dukes 
badly wan to return to the postseas , and coach Rip Scherer sa s this team 
has the be work ethic of any team be's bad here. Weaknesses: he kicking 
game. Jo Coursey and Lewis Cass have a lot of pressure to s cceed. 
sachussetts 
ecord: 8-3 
UMass hed out their season win ing seven of its last eight g es and were 
a team m y thought might also re ve an NCAA playoff bid. T eir offensive 
weapon tb n and now is fullback ne Ingoglia, who l~d the nference in 
rushing wi 1,285 yards as only as homore. Seven starters also return on the 
defense fo the Minutemen. In the 'Did you know?" category, each UMass 
senior cl s bas either won or s ared at least one Yankee Conference 
champions 'p since 1960. This year s senior class is due. Streng hs: Ingoglia. 
Period. As the Dukes, who watche as he scored all four touch wns against 
them in A erst last year. Weakness s: Linebacker position is sh y. · 
Hampshire 
record: 6-5 
J.JUO.•a~ have a solid running g 
Avrom Smith, who rushe 
.aau..lLf-».LLL ..... also returns all five 
T he one question mark 
~men2'ws: UNH is a team that will 
""ft~. ~.. ....... Conference. They played 
The Wudcats also have the 




ontere:oce team selected for the 
team, with Shawn Knight ........... _; 
~IIW•g tbe Division 1-AA J)&S!•inj record 
also welcomes back 
season in 1 
14 touchdowns. Strc~D2t:bs~ ....... , ....... 
Tribe out of trouble if aecaeo 
secondary have graduated, 
"' ... , ....... Richmond hopes to make a slow 
Uly Scott beading the list of · 
rushing list and had his tie<:on1o 
. Strengths: With such a 
grand expectations for .,...,." .• u,uavu•u. 
to rebuild. Weaknesses: 
tackles and one sack last 
If you can't stop the VIJI.Ar.>UJ)r. 
.f't .. ....,_ you're in trouble. 
r------ · 





Story and design by Alison Boyce 
an ova 
ord: 3-8 
Quarte k Erik Pearson did a ice job at his position for our games after 
starter B Parpan was injured t year. Pearson passed for 1 ,225 yards and 
was 106- r-200. Unfortunately, 's aftlicted with BU's R bert Dougherty 
diesease, aving thrown 11 inte tions in those four game . The offensive 
line is al anchored by a duo three-year starters in Di k Ras and Jose 
Ramirez. trengths: With a weal of injuries in 1993, man young players 
earned si nificant playing time hat will help Villanova n . Weaknesses: 
There's n thing special about an neon the Wildcats, which won' t fly in the 
competiti Yankee Conference . 
10. N rtheastern 
1993 ecord: 2-9 
is a tough team to fi re out. They lost four g es by a total of 
13 points ast season, including 17- 14 loss at BU and a 2 -23 decision at 
Delaware. edia guides love to · nt these things out, but you have to read the 
small pr· : One loss was a 15- 3 game at Rhode Island ( ee below. Way 
below). It' hard to expect a foot all team to be too tremend usly successful 
when the· home field is smaller some high school field , and the stands 
overlook t e backyards of pricey oston suburban homes. Str ngths: It's only 
Northeast m's second year in th Yankee Conference. And like Richmond, 
nobody ex ts much. Weaknesse : You already get the pictu 
30 20 1 0 
Maine al Conference media guide t three of their 
losses ca e by three points or less last year. They did ut a scare into 
Delaware losing 21-19, but a lo of teams put scares into e Fightin' Blue 
Hens to avail. The football te will continue to be as ld in 1994 as a 
New Eng and winter in Orono. trengths: No one on cam us will have to 
worry a ut the season running to the start of ice hockey, the real sport at 
Maine. d Stephen King lives i Bangor, which puts it a s ep above Rhode 
Island th literally and figurati ely). The Maine Black B is also a cool 
esses: What isn't a eakness? 
ode Island 
ecord: 3-8 
Talk amo gst yourselves. ru gi e you a topic: Why doesn' JMU ever play 
Rhode Isl d? Maybe this is the ams' year. As we said at th top of the page, 
if BU c come out of the trench! s to leave everyone in the d st, why couldn' t 
URI? It's ery simple. On the pre eason depth chart for the s ond team, at the 
placekic r, punter and two ofti nsive tackle positions, the chart reads .. No 
Backup sted." Strengths: You h veto feel sorry for URI. ey truly serve as 
an under og team to root for hen they meet up with Mass, BU and 
Delaware later in the season. An there's always next year. eaknesses: How 
do you e such a vicious losing ycle? Maybe BU has some ips. 
·-
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Young linebacker Tnakes early impact for Dukes 
by Chris Leonard 
contributing writer 
In a season where the JMU football team had its share of ups 
and downs. sophomore linebacker Brian Smith established 
himself as a force on the defensive end of the ball. 
As a true freshman, Smith finished last season fourth on the 
team with 65 tackles, 35 unassisted. 
For most freshmen, being able to see any action is great. 
Some are even fonunat.e enoup to play in most of the games. 
Smith not only played in aJI II games, he staned in the final 
eight. 
Surprised? 
So was Smith. 
"Truthfully, I was expecting to rcdshln." Smith said. "But 
[the coaches) said I was doing well. and I had a shot to be on 
special teams and wor1t my way into the defensive rotation." 
SmiUl continued to play well early in the season, earning his 
first start against Jacksonville State. He had seven taclcles io that 
game and never looked back. 
"He's a great lod," said Rip Scherer, JMU head football 
coach. "He's a good student, a fun-loving guy:• 
With a major in mathematiCS and 8 minor in computer 
science, Smith found balancing athletics and academics easy 
with the help of the team. 
.. , thought it would be 8 lot tougher 1han it was," Smith said. 
"Last year we had study hall, so every night for an hour and a 
half l had to study. Now that I know how to do that. it is really 
easy," Smith added. 
Smith's.best showing of the year came during IMU's 42-38 
Homecoming win over Delaware. ln that game. Smith had nine 
tackles. including two for losses, and assisted on a sack. For his 
perfontutnce, Smith was named Yankee Conference Rookie of 
the Week. 
"I was real surprised," Smith said. "Their line was really big 
and physicaJ. I was expecting to make a couple of plays but not 
as many as I did." 
The game hod speciaJ meaning for Smith for another reason. 
"My brother is the starting center for Delaware, and I knew a 
lot ofthe guys through him," Smith said. 
The 19-year-old defensive standout spent most of 
the year at m1ddle linebacker, calling the fonnauons 
and lead1ng the defensive huddle. It is a big 
responsibility for a freshman and was something 
Smith had to adjust to. 
"Last year, it was kind of tough coming in and 
playing," Smith said. "I reaJiy didn't get much respect. 
from the other players, being 8 freshman and not 
being around a lot." 
Wuh his play. Smith earned that respect and has 
found it easier to lead the defense this year. 
'The gUys all know how I am now from playing 
together last year." he said. 
To help earn more respect from the competition. 
Smith has added 17 pounds in the off season. bu I king 
up to a tougher, stronger 220 pounds. 
"I got bounced around a lot last year - and took a 
beating against the bigger teams like UMass." Smith 
said. "With the extrn weight. taking the block is so 
much different; you have so much more with you." 
Scherer agrees with the young linebac ker's 
assessment. 
" I thmk you'll see him emerge into a much better 
player this year becnuse he's 18. 20 pounds heavier. 
He's tronger," Scherer said. "Now he's got that year 
of expenence under his belt, his feet on the ground.'' 
Smith's growth has included more than just 
physical glnh. llc has also experienced a growth in 
his teammates expectations of him. 
"I think they expect more out of me," Smith said. MAGGIE WELTERistniorphuwgraJIIItr 
"Last year they let me get away with some mistakes Brian Smith started eight games last year as a freshman. 
because I hadn' t been around long, but this year 
they're nil over me if I make the wrong read or call the wrong 
formation.'' 
While not an overly vocal leader. Smith lets his play do the 
talking. 
"I' m not real vocal." he said. "I don' t like all the yelling and 
hooping all the time. I just try to go out there and do my job." 
If Smith continues with his blue-collar approach he could be 
tackling the seldom seen postseason, as well as opposi ng 
tai lbacks. Seeing JMU back in the Division 1-AA playoff) soon 
is a distinct possibility. 
"We're just playing week by week, trying 10 ge t on 
opponunity to get into the playoffs.'' Smith said. 
"If we can firM hove a winning season and then secure a spot 
in the playoffs. we'll be in good shape." 
You're back at school. 
You've got your books. 
You've bought a pen. 
It's time to . . . 
• Homemade Soups, Quictfes, Bread 
• Incredible Salads, Subs, Clubs 
• Delectable Desserts 
• Fine In-House Dining 
-Steaks 
-Seafood 
- Vegetarian Entrees 
Catering - Party Platters & Tailgating 
r I ' l • I r, ;I & 
' I ' I , • I l • , tl' 1 ' 
• 1 .. 
!Ius...,_.,,...__ 
Lunch Time Delivery 
498 University Blvd. 
(Behind Valley Mall) 
. . 
·-.~ •• • ; • • • w.~ •••.• ! ~ ~ . ! J·-·-~ 
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Assistant coach aims to 
succeed on own merits 
For Paterno, no resting on family laurels 
by Craig Landis 
asst. sports editor 
A Penn State game film nickers on the 
screen as S-year-old Jay Paterno scurries 
around the feet or his father Joe, the legendaty 
Penn Stale football coach • 
Years later, Jay, the fourth of five Paterno 
children, is still spendjn& time watching game 
films- only now he's a coach. 
Paterno was hired this season 11 JMU as Ill 
offensi ve assistant. 
"Ever since I was a little kid I wanted to 
coach," Paterno said. "It's not because he 
pushed me that way, it's because I was always 
around. When the projector was running I was 
always running ~round asking stupid questions. 
When I was older he st.art.ed to answer them 
because they were very intelligent questions. 
That's basically the reason I got into iL" 
A native of State Colleae. Pa., P~ttemo 
attended Penn Stale and played under his dad as 
a reserve quaru:rblclc. As a freshman he was a 
member or the 1986 national championship 
learn that defealcd the Miami Hurricmes . 
.. 1 got to be Vinny Testaverde for a couple 
weeks on the scout team.. It was a lot of fun, a 
great Jeunin& experieru," he said. 
Looking back. Paterno doesn't recall having 
Joe as a father being lllythin& but oorm.al. 
.. 1 never reaUy lhou&ht of him u anything 
but my d.t. My mom c.l dad always told me it 
doesn' t m.auer how lDIIlY aanes )'0\D' dad wins. 
you're just a kid like anyone else. I've never 
really grown up widl a (a&her ocher thm that, .. 
he said. 
.. 1 never really thoupt about, 'Wow my 
dad's on TV,' or anythin& because I didn't 
really care. because I knew aD his faults when I 
was at home," he said. 
With such a rich football heritage, one 
would expect a phone call here and there from 
father Joe would start his son in the coaching 
profession. Not so. 
JM U head coach Rip Scherer's first 
impression of Paterno was of him wanting to 
get a job on his own. 
"One of the things that really impressed me 
about him was that he was trying to get a job as 
a. coach . He wants to get a job on his own 
merit," Scherer said. "I worked for two years 
for his father, and I owe his dad a bunch. And 
yet, when he was down here for an interview he 
never mentioned Penn SLAte, 1 never got a call 
from Coach Paterno recommending his son. 
That, number one, impressed me," Scherer said. 
Paterno is very clear about not wanting to 
ride on his father's coattails. 
" When 1 got into coaching it was kind of 
like, 'you're doing it because or your dad, 
you' U geL a job because of your dad, you 'IJ get 
ahead in this profession because or your dad.' I 
don' t want it to be that way," he said. 
" I don't want to distance myself from him, 
because, obviously, he is my father. I 'm not 
trying to distance my family in any way. I'm 
trying to make sure that what I do and the 
things I get happen for me. because of what I 
do," Paterno said. 
Paterno said his fa ther has been very 
supportive. 
"He encouraged me in what I wanted to do," 
he said. But, "He told me I was crazy because it 
can be a hectic profession. I was at Co!Ule(:ticut 
last year. Skip Holtz took over and we were all 
out the door." 
Scherer, who was a graduate assistant at 
Penn State for two years, first considered 
MAGCIE WELTEJt/.-lor pluMfroplt«r 
Jay Paterno knew he wanted to be a 
coach from the time he was a child. 
Paterno when he was on UVa.'a coachin& staff. 
'1 was aware of Jay when be was • Vitpua 
u a araduate assistant," Scherer said. "I 
became interested in him afler the 1992 season. 
He went ahead and had committed to a job 
without even knowin& I was aware of him. I 
kind of followed him after he wu let ao at 
UCom." 
Scherer aaid Pa1em0 has lifted some of the 
COKhiJli burdens from his back. 
"I wanted to fUld somebody to kind of work 
in with the quarterbacks so that I could pull 
away from these guys a Hule bit. He's taking 
over some or the meetings, some of the stuff on 
the field. I can't give it up and won't give it up 
completely," Scherer said. 
Scherer said Paterno brings some other 
auributes to the coaching staff. 
" He's got a real demeanor about him. He's a 
real knowledgeable guy, he's lighter than I am. 
He's able to offset sometimes m y overly 
intense focus. You need a guy like him around 
because he kee ps the staff preuy loose," 
Scherer said. 
" He'll be an excellent footbalJ coach," 
Scherer continued. " He's bright enough to do 
anything he wants to do. Maybe in five years 
he could be an offensive coordinator." 
P aterno was quick to reveal h1s own 
personal goals for the future. 
" I'd Jove to be a head coach some dny. I'm 
not making any secrets about that But that's 
something you've got to keep in the back of 
your mind. This week we play Middle 
Tennessee. And there are coaches in the 
profession who always wony about their next 
job," Paterno said. 
The young Paterno has even loftier goals 
than just head ooach.. 
" In an ideal world I 'd Jike to be the head 
coach o f Penn State someday. But if that 
doesn' t happen. I'm not going to be miserable. 
If I'm head coach somewhere else, I'm not 
going to be miserable," Paterno said. 
For now, Paterno is happy with a job in a 
field where job security is Oeeting. 
"My dad is the exception," he said. " I 've 
already lost one rnore job than he has, and he's 
been coaching forty-some years." 
Hey Students! 
Avoid Long Lines and Awkward Times 
IRON 
WORLD 
IRON WORlD GYM & FITNESS 
is your most Complete Workout 
Facility with the BEST RATE. 
• Largest Selection of Free Weights 
• Complete Paramount Circuit 
• Aerobics-Hi/Lo/Step/ Slide 
• Steppers by Alpine 
• Windracers/ Airdynes 
• Tanning 
• Pro Shop 
• Personalized Programs 
Just Blocks From Campus I 434-9940 
44 Miller Circle 
(behind Wen 's) 
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Tou never quit pressing, you Dever relax' 
Head football coach Rip Scherer doesn't limit his high expectations to his players alone 
JMU bead foocbalt COICh Rip Scherer aarees 
lO sit down with me the Thunday before the 
-.on opener. Lunch, somethina I oy lO make 
tJme for each day, seems to be low on his 
priority lilt. Pretzels and Diet Coke will have 
lO serve u nourishment 
Steep, another thing J put a pretty high value 
on. is alto inconsequential. He blama the late 
hours for the cold he can ~I is on the way. 
That's the way life is when your middle name 
could easily be "high expectations." 
No matter what the previous season's 
record, there's one aspect of football that stays 
exactly the aame every year in Scherer's book: 
his pla,a-s better give their all every day, both 
on the faeJd and off. 
It's an ongoing process, Scherer says, 
hoping players can live up to these 
expectations. 
It's also never easy. 
"You're never over the hump. I think the 
minute you think you're over tbe bump. that's 
when you're set for a bi& fall," he says ... So 
you never quit pressjq. you never relax, you 
never quit demanding the most from your 
players. I think once you compromise that, 
once your players sense you've lowered your 
expectatjons of them in all areas, then they're 
JOin& to relax ... 
There hasn't been much opportunity for 
Scbeter to even think of relaxing since he took 
over a strugliQI JMU program four years ago. 
He led the Dukes all the way to the 1991 
NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs with a double 
overtime 42-3S win over Delaware before 
losing to Samford in the second round 24-21 . 
Tbe next ICISOn wu another story. Listed 
by some preseason polls in tbe top 2S, the 
Dukes instead limped their way to a from that season. 
disappointing 4-7 finish. "We bad a team in '91 . What we're trying to 
Last year's 6-S tally didn' t tell the whole do is develop a program." Scherer says. "A 
story of the season. Despile playing miserably program is consistent year after year - high 
in a veritable monsoon at WilUam & Mary, the expectations, great pride, enthusiasm, support, 
Dukes only lost by five points to the powerful all J,hose things. Your players don't develop 
Tribe. JMU was one of the only teams in the pride and tradition until they' ve teamed to win 
reattJar season to even challenge Boston year after year after year. That's my goal as 
UniYersity, losing by three to a team that head football coach here- to build that pride 
emeraed out of absolutely nowhere to go a and tradition." 
perfect ll-0 before the playoffs. No excuses will be accepted along the way. 
To Scherer, however, a Loss is a loss. When Scherer dismisses what might be viewed as 
it comes time to grant bids to the postseasOn. rough scheduling early in the season - a bye 
W and L are the and road 
onJy letters you .-------------------.... games against 
oeed to know. N e w 
Another 6-S Sports Hampshire, 
record won't do B o s t o n 
the trick. C Univers ity 
" It's time to Ommentary and Delaware 
put up or shut all in four 
up," he says "'•:- B weeks. 
bluntly. ''We've - nJlltOD oyce "First of all, 
done some I have a 
positive things problem with 
here, we've won some bi& games, brought any coach of any spon that makes a big deal 
some excitement. Now it's Lime to win on a about playing on the road. The field is 100 
consistent basis. yards loog; the goal posts are LO feet high here, 
.. In terms, does that put any more pressure?" in Maine, in Nebraska, in Tennessee, in 
He pauses for a moment. "Not really. I'm the Alaska. in Hawaii. It's the same field," he says. 
type of person who puts a lot of pressure on '1f somebody tells us we' re going to play at 
myself anyway. I have a high expectation level two o'clock in the morning in the parking lot of 
of our football team and of myself relative to the A & P, we'U show up, and we better play 
the team." the same game we'd play in the Rose Bowl in 
He also believes there's one big dlfferenoe front of 100,000 people. That's my 
for tbe better between this year's squad and the expectation, and l thinlc your players have to 
one from 1991, despite the hope that thls may understand that this is what you expect out of 
be the year the Dukes equal or exceed me play them ... 
There's that E word again. It's never absent 
from the conversation for long. Tbis year, 
however, the expectations are on a different 
level, Scherer says. For once, there' s a 
calmness or self-assuredness in the confidence 
level of the team. 
'The work ethic of this team and the attitude 
of this team is the best that we've had. The 
players know what to do now, they know 
what's expected of them," he says. "Those 
things all coupled together with the experience ~ 
we have really makes me feel good about this 
year." 
On paper, you have every reason to believe 
this really is The Year. Scherer bas experienced 
players at almost every position, including a 
quarterback with an arm so strong he 
sometimes throws the ball so far and high 
you're not sure it will ever land 
The Dukes have proven they can succeed in 
bi} games. If there was one shining light in the 
1992 season. it was JMU's last-second win at 
then-No. I YounJSlown State. 
After losing big-time at UConn and UMass 
last year, the Dukes returned for Hoinecoming 
for an emotional 42-38 victory over t.heo-No.2 
Delaware. For my money, it remains the best 
JMU game I' ve witnessed in any sport -
including the JMU-Florida NCAA basketball 
tournament game I covered last year. 
Not every coach can push teams to victory 
in games that mean something. Scherer can, 
and with some other factors falling into place, 
that may be the difference this year. 
And win or lose in 1994, I have a feeling 
he' ll be back again, skipping lunch and awake" 
at nights trying to live up to hi s own 
expectations for another season. 
1993 regular season record 
1. 8-3 
2 -wa~~Rstown State 9-2 
3. Southern 9-2 
4. State 9-2 
, S.i'M<»Dtall8 10-1 
6. State 10-0-1 
7. Central Florida 9-2 
8. Northern Iowa 8-3 
9. Boston University 11-0 
10. Idaho 9-2 
11. Delaware 8-3 
12. Eastern Kentucky 8-3 
13. Alcorn State 8-3 




1,. Stqmen F. Austin 
1 Middle Tennessee State 
1 . Western Carolina 









~ ... ....,wom..T,.., 1'BAMS IN BOJb 
MAGGIE WELTER/stnior photographtr 
Get out of my way! 
Senior cornerback Dwight Robinson Ogbts ofT a tackle In JMU's 35-G win over 
Bofralo on Saturday. 
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UCO m·akes changes for more student involvement 
The officers of the University 
a- Orpailllioa NY rbey Willi 10 
mc:r- IIDdenl inYOIYemenl in their 
prop .... lhia yar tbroup ch~~np~ 
ill the popama lnd the IUUCIUre. 
UCO waa founded by JMU 
President Ronald Carrier to help 
people idenlify with their ecademic 
clauea. It consists of the class 
officers from ada of the fow classes 
overseen by an eJtcc:utive boad. 
The main purpose of UCO is to 
orJaniza events for the freshman, 
aophomore. junior and senior classes. 
Class members can participate in 
UCO committees and ectivities. 
Alexis McCombs, UCO senior 
elliS )Riident. describes it as a more 
class-oriented form of student 
sovemment. 
Gavrielle Josel, executive 
pesident of UCO, said, "In the past, 
UCO has suffered because a lot of 
people weren't aware of it, but this 
yar we've had 1 really greal start." 
The changes 10 UCO are 1 p1rt of 
the reason for the successful sWt. 
Some of these changes deal with 
.f.reshnun clus elections. 
According to David Baker, UCO 
sophomore class president, 
newsleueu were mailed to the 
freah.man class about the upcornin& 
freshman elections scheduled for 
September on the commons. 
Biker said that thole interested in 
runiD1 ahould attend an 
informational meetin& Sept. 13 at 
4:30p.m. in Orafion-Stovall Theatre. 
Elections for the other class 
offica's were held lut April 
This yar, lhe freshman class will 
have fJVe ofriCerl instead of the usual 
different class committees, JoseJ said. 
The campus affairs vice president 
position was created to help 
&eshmen adjust 10 college life. The 
tldvisory boud felt freshmen needed 
more assistance with the campus, 
Jose! said 
This vice president will act as a 
" In the past, UCO has 
suffered because a lot of 
people weren't aware of it, 
but this year we've had a 
really great start. " 
four. A president, two vice 
presidents, a secretary and a treasurer 
will be elected 10 represent the class. 
The freshman office of vice 
president is n9w divided between 
student and campus affairs. The 
freshman vice president of student 
affairs will be responsible for 
working with the president and with 
· Gavrielle Jose I 
UCO executive president 
oonliiCl person between the class and 
all the different adminisuators on 
things such as student events and 
activities. 
Freshmen will be interViewed for 
this position by the freshman class 
adviser, Dr. Leslie Leip, assistant 
pofessor of political science. 
This is the only one of the five 
positions that will not be elected by 
the class. The person for this position 
is not elecl.ed because it was cruled 
with very specific goals in mind. 
"I'm very proud of the officers 
this year and feel confident that 
we're going to get equally strong 
freshman officers," Jose! said. She 
added that she encourages rreshmen 
to go out for this, calling it a good 
place to start developing their 
leadership skills. 
Becoming an officer is not just 
about planning big events, however. 
Baker said an officer must attend 
Thursday night meetings and meet 
with one's individual class council. 
Despite the responsibility 
involved, Shauna Miller, UCO senior 
class treasurer, said she joined to 
make sure that her senior year would 
be particularly memorable. 
Another change in UCO lhis year 
involves the Mr. and Ms. Madison 
competition. 
The UCO will be working with 
the Student Government Association 
on the Mr. and Ms. Madison 
competition, a Homecoming event 
which chooses outsunding srudents. 
Josel feels the changes in structu:re 
will be for the beuer. The winners of 
the Mr. and Ms. Madison contest will 
be announced during the 
Homecoming football game instead 
of during Pamtts' Weekend. 
Also, just the winners will be 
IIIU10WlCCd, not the fmalists. The vote 
will still take place on the commons 
some time before Homecoming. 
Most of the other changes in UCO 
this year affect the individual classes. 
The senior c lass is planning 
Homecoming events and the "95 
Days To Graduation." 
McCombs said she wants to 
improve campus awareness of UCO 
and the senior c lass activities it 
sponsors. 
The junior class will be in charge 
of the senior pig roast 1n the spring 
semester. 
This event is put on by the juniors 
for the graduating senior class and 
usually involves lots of food and a 
band, according to Sosanya Jones, 
UCO junior class president. 
Beyond sponsoring the pig roast, 
Jones wants to see the organization 
unify the junior class. She said she is 
planning on sending out a newsletter 
at the end of this week asking juniors 
their opinions on things ranging from 
pep rallies and socials to graduate 
school and career workshops. 
Accord ing to Baker, Lhe 
sophomore class is currently 
concentrating on its Community 
Service Committee, which will be 
working with Habitat for Humanity. 
Sophomores interested in taking 
pan should look for a newsletter in 
the next couple of days, he said 
Anyone interested in working on 
oommiu.ees or nmning for elections 
can call UCO at 568-3795. 
Four-way debate rages 
a:mong Senate hopefuls 
L.A. TlJDl51Wasbington Post 
news service 
P ARM VILLE. Sept. 6-Sen. Otarles 
S. Robb's opponents vehemently 
attacked his personal conduct in a 
four-way Senate debate Tuesday 
night, sayin& that Robb's past 
association with people who used 
drugs raises questions about his 
fi1ness for office. 
Robb, • Democrat, came under 
s lashing criticism from independent 
L. Douglas Wilder, who said Robb's 
personal lire in the 1980s was a 
contradiction of his anti -crime 
rhetoric. Republican Oliver L. North 
joined in the assauh, questioning 
Robb's basic bonesty. lndependent J. 
Manball Coleman also tweaked 
Robb on the issue. 
The exchanges were part of a 
combative, often acerbic 90-minute 
debate before about 1,700 people on 
the campus of Hampden-Sydney 
College that was t.elevised nationally 
on the C-SPAN cable network. It was 
the most emotional eJtchange of the 
campaign to date and sjgnaled that 
questions or character continue to 
play a dominant role in the raoe. 
Wilder, a former Democrat who 
has qu.mled biuerly with Robb for 
years, drew aasps from the crowd 
when he beclrne lhe fint candidate 10 
confront Robb face-to-face about 
penona1 problems that have dogged 
him. Robb hu acltnowled&ed that 
while he was aovernor, he auended 
J*1ia with people who were later 
c:oavict.ed of q-relll.ed crimes, bul 
be hu edamantly denied that he 
ipond the preaence of dnaaa at 
IOCUie¥alll. 
While Robb wu diac:usaiq anti-
crime legislation, Wilder cut him off 
and said, "You've been in the 
company of people who've been . 
convicted of dru& use .... Don't &ell 
me you're going 10 stand up on your 
moral hip horse now." 
Robb replied, "I have never in my 
life seen or been in the company or .. 
. anyone that I believed was using 
drugs," an assertion that drew hoots 
from the crowd. Wilder also 
dismissed Robb's stat.ement. saying, 
"What you see is one thing. and what 
you want to believe is another." 
Robb, who in the past has 
admitted to sexual indiscretions, later 
refused to discuss his rivals' 
allegations in detail, but he 
aclcnowledged, as he has in the past. 
that "there is an area where I have 
some dents in my armo.r. I have been 
forgiven by my wife and my family 
and the Almighty." 
Robb wasn't the only one on the 
defensive. 
North repeatedly had to defend his 
role in Lhe Iran-contra arms-for-
hostages affair. insisting that any 
mistakes he made grew out of a 
desire "to save lives." 
"I'm the most investigated man on 
this planet, .. North said 
"There might be very good reason 
for that to be the case," Wilder 
quipped. 
Tonight"• debale was the thinl for 
the senate candidales and the second 
consecutive occasion on which 
Robb's challengers gan&ed up on 
him rhetorically. North refened 
indirectly to Robb's sexual 
inditcretialll. u:yiDa. "Then ae no 
areal principles overridin& the 
DEBATE ~9 
Infinity 
Kerrl Hahn (lett). 1 Mnlor •t JMU. alta wHh her friend• Tll'l CUmmings, from University of 
TennMMe end Rodney KJdd (right). from East Cerolln• Unlver.rty at • ecenlc ..,ot overlooking 
the rolling hllle eround the Shenandoah V•lley on Skyline Drive on S.turd•y. enjoying the cooler. 
t.ll ~Mnpenttwee.. Skyline Drive Ia 1 populer piece for JMU etudenta to uke • drive. hiiYe 1 picnic. 
go hiking or juet hang out 1t one of the many ecenlc overt..nga. 
ATTENTION: 
If you would like 
ba c k issues of 
The Breeze 
from the 1993--'94 
sc hool year, stop by 
Th e Breeze offtce 
by Sept. 16. 
\ 
PRE-SEASON SKI SALE ,\ MOVING SALE SEXUAL ASSAULT AWARENESS 
Thurs Sept 8 - Sun SeJ:.' 18 
Tremendous savings on 
Skis! Boots! Ski Jackets! 
Pants! and much more. 
DON'T MISS THIS SALEI 
FR.E§TY ... 
ICM-971·4091 
It 29 N - Seminole 
MONDAY, SEPT. 12. 7 PM 
"Drawing the Shades" 
Thi.s powerful skit personalizes the social problem of rape 
and promotes compassion rather than fear. 
By VCU Peer Educators, Grafton-Stovall Theater 
WARNING. llus progi'II'D lw verJ WOO& cmotlOIW co.ncut. SurvivM should 
be aware lhat the millture or spcuh a.nd muJic may tri&J:U flashb:lclu. 
TUESDAY, SEPT.13, 7 PM 
"Women Talking With Women: Standing Up For Our 
Rights" 
By Claire Kaplan, Director ot Sexual Ass:1ult Education, UVA 
Taylor404 
• "Men Talking With Men: Fonning Alliances to Prevent 
. Rape" 
By Oav1d Bravennnn. Assl. Dean, University of Richmond 
Taylor309 
THQRSDAY. SEPT.lS, 7 PM 
"Shattered Pride: Sexual Assault and Gay/ 
Lesbian/Bisexual Students" 
By Sandy Colbs, Staff Psychologist, VCU 
Warren Hall, Piedmont Room 
"It Could Happen To You: Sexual Violence in the 
Multicultural Community" 
By Celeste Thomas, JMU CSOC Counselor 
Warren HaU, Allegheny Room 
Sponsor~d by JM U H~olth C~nu:r & Cowu~ling and Student lkv~ibp~lll 
C~lll~r. 
. . • J' 
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Sexual Aesault Awareness week 
packed with activities for students 
The Coaueliq ud Student Development Center is 
••~ ill Seual Alault A••- week popam evenu: 
•Dnwina 1M Shldes." a skit by abe Virpua Commonwealth 
Urlivenky ,_ l!dOC'IIOII will be prel«<ddld Sepl. 12 at 7 p.m. in 
Onf'IDn..StovaD 'lbealre. 
On SepL 13, lbe c:aa1tt will hola lhe "Womco Talkin& Widl 
Women: Standbaa Up For Our Ripu" discussion, in Taylor 
HaD, nn. 404. at 7 p.m. and "Men Talkin& With Men: FonninJ 
Alldnca 10 Pment R..,e." in Taylor Hall, rm. 309 at 1 p.m. 
The discussion, .. Shauered Pride: Sexual Assauh and 
Gay/Lelbiw1JBileaual Slladenls" wiD lake place Sept. IS in the 
Wamll H.u Piedmoal Room. 7 p.m. Also on Sept. IS. lhe poup 
will dilc:ull '11 Could Happen To You: Seaual Violence in the 
Multicultural Communiay," in the Warren Hall Alleaheny 
Room,7p.m. 
NEWS FILE 
Poetry Contest open to all writers 
The Nabonal Librwy of Poetry bas amounced thai $12,000 
in prizes will be awarded Ibis year 10 more Ibm 2SO poeU in the 
North American Open Poetty Contest. The deadline for the 
c:onlat it SepL 30. 1l1e conlat is free and open 10 everyone. 
Any poet., whether previously published or not., can be a 
winner. Every poem enleftd alJo has a chance to be published in 
a deluxe. hardbound anlholoJY. 
To enter. send one oriainal poem, any subject and sryle, to 
The National Lit ... ry of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr~ P.O. Box 
704.1981, Qwinas Mills., MD 21117. 
The poem should be no more than 20 lines, and the poet's 
rwne and address should appear on the lOp of the page. Entries 
must be poslnWked by Sept 30. A new consest opens OcL 1. 
Reading and writing labs available 
for study help In Harrison Hall 
Reading and wriung labs in Harrison Hall will give 
individuali.z.ed help to students writing papers. reading ICXlS, and 
preparina for IC:SlS. 
The Freshman Writins Lab is open 8: IS Lm.- S p.m. Mon.· 
Thurs. in rm. A-133. Nancy FIII'Tar is the insb'UCtor, and can be 
ruched at X3651. 
The University Writing Lab for upperclassmen is open 8: 15 
Lm.- 4 p.m. Mon.-Thws. and Fri. from 9 a.m.-12 p.m. in rm. A-
12S. Beuy Hoskins is the instructor, and can be reached at 
X6967. 
The Reading Lab is open Mon.- Thurs. from 7:4S a.m.-3:30 
p.m. and Fri. from 7:45 a.m.-11:45 Lm in nn. A-131. Mary 
McMurry is the inslrUclor, and Cll\ be reached at X6lll. 
Students can call for an appointment or come by any of the 
labs in Harrison Hall. 
Youth Choir Tours Harrisonburg 
The Latin American Studies Committee will present the 
Batahola Norte Nicaraguan Youth Choir, on tour in the United 
Swes, &om Sepc.l3-14. 
Musicians in the choir range in age from 12 to 27 years old, 
and are from the Batabola Norte barrio of Managua. Nicaragua. 
The choir ilaourin& the eastern United Slates for 18 days and 
perfonnin& under the direction of Angel Torrellas, a priest from 
Spain. 
Many of the choir members •e teaching music, art, health. 
rypina. computer technoloay. sewina and coolrina 1o ISO 
llUdenLs in bmios on Manacua and beyond. 
The ~ will celebrale a Misa Campenila Service on Sept 
13 at Biased Saaament Church at 7 p.m., and a Momina 
Chapel Service ll Lehman Auditorium of Eastern Mennonite 
University will lite plKe SepL 14 a1 10 a.m. 
The choir wiD perform an evenin& conc:at Sept. 14 in WilJon 
Hall Audilorium a7 p.m. SU&Jaaed donations •e $1 per child. 
$2 per IIDdeal. $4 par ..tult or $7 pe:r family . 
• J f .J 
by Greg Froom 
police reporter 
Campus police report the tolowing: 
Discharge of Weapon 
• Eastern Mennonite UniYt~ student Glenn 0. Pilson, 22, of 
Mlltinsvlt, was arrtsled and charged with reckless handling of a 
!Weann, discharge of a lrearm within the right-of·way ol a road and 
ccnceaJing a weapon • tht comer of Bluestone Drive and Dukes 
OriYe. 9:20p.m. Sepl2. 
A campos cadet reportedly obselved Pilson discharging an air 
rifle in the cirec:tion of people staw~ding on the street comer. 
Pison reportedly was the .. ont-seat passenger ol a vehicle thai 
was being operated wiltiiM ~. 
The ¥8hicle was Mlbild,lowad and inpounded. The weapon 
was confiscated. 
Resisting Arrest/DUI 
• Student John C. Bowman. 19, of Norfolk, was atrested and 
dlatged will\ driYing ooder the inbnc:e of alcohol, resisling arrest 
and possession ol an aleted operakl(s bose aa 12:51 am. Sept. 
3. 
Poice reported Bowman was aailg belligerent. 
Bowman refused to m tht police c:n.Msef and had to bt removed 
physically by several officers in order to be handcuffed and 
searched, according to the potice report. He also reportedly 
possessed two altered operator's licenses. one ol which bore 
another person's name. Ht was repotted to have tried to conceal 
ont of the bnses in tht ... of the police cruiser. 
The first time Bowman was asked to produce his license, he 
NpOMcty handed the officer a JN; ca~d. 
Suspicious Persons 
• Two malts reportecly wert looking in whides near the tuMel 
• Natural Highs happy oour and general meeting, Taylor 
Hall, rm. 306. 4-6 p.m. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 404, 5 p.m. 
• ~-Vel Club meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 243,7 p.m. 
• Clean-up Congress meeting. Warren Hall, Alleghany 
Room. 7:30 p.m. Clean-up Conaress is a non-partisan 
campaign to defeat Oliver North. 
• uPrime Time," Campus Crusade for Christ weekly 
large group meeting, Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 8 
p.m. 
area al11 :08 p.m. Sept 5. 
Officers Identified one of the individuals and served a trespass 
notice. 
Grand Larceny 
• An unidentified individual allegedly stole a black Rockhoppef 
Sport bicycle from the bike rack at HoHman Hal at 9:55 p.m. Sept. 5. 
Petty Larceny 
• Student Timothy S. Acord, 18, of Staunton, was arrested and 
charged with petty larceny and drunk in pubfiC near Duke Drive at 
2:08 a.m. Sept. 4. 
Offic:ef's reportedly observed Acord canying a street sign. 
• Unidentified individuals allegedly stole a Domino's Pizza sign 
from a delivery car parf(ed in lower E.fot at 11:10 p.m. Sept. 2. 
The s9n is valued a1 $125. 
Alcohol Poisoning 
• A student reportedly sulfered from alcohol poisoning in Eagle Hall 
at 12:50 a.m. Sept. 3. The individual was transferred to the 
Rockingham Memorial Hosp"al emergency room by the rescue 
squad. 
The individual has been referred judicially for underage 
consumption of alcohol. 
Underage Consumption of Alcohol 
• A student was charged judicially w~h underage consumption of 
alcohol on Newman Drive near Greek Row a11 :50 am. Sept. 3. 
• A student was charged judicially wrth underage consumption of 
alcohol near Greek Row at 3:15am. Sept 3. 
Number ol drunk in JXb!lc charges since Aug. 28: 11 
Number of parking tickets issued between Aug. 30 and Sept. 6: 668 
• Happy Hour Fitness Class: "Funky S~ep." Meet at 
Hillside Fitness Center at 5:15p.m. 
• thompson & trammell in Concert. Duke Hall, Latimcr-
Shaeffer Theatre. 8 p.m. 
• Java Hul Open Stage Night, Wesley Foundation, 690 S. 
Main St., 8 p.m. 
• "Taming of the Shrew," by Shenandoah Shakespeare 
\ 
Express, JMU Arboretum, 5:30p.m. 
Saturday 10 Su·nda.y 11 
• N11Utal Highs Frisbee OolfToum.ament. Godwin 
Field. 12-4 p.m. 
• JMU-Sheraton Inn Men's Soccer Tournament vs. St. 
Bonaventure, Rictunond. VL Tecll. Reservoir St. Field, 1 
and 3:30 p.m. 
• JMU football vs. Middle Tennessee State, 
Bridgeforth Stadiwn, 1 p.m. 
• thompson cltrammeU in Concert. Duke Hall, 
Latimer-Shaeffec Theatre. 8 p.m. 
• SW\day Celebration. Presbyterian Campus Ministry 
Center, Medical Arts Building, 1031 S. Main Street. S-1 
p.m. 
• JMU Field Hockey vs. Old Dominion. Bridgeforth 
Stadium, I p.m. 
• JMU- Sheraton Inn Men's Soccer Tournament vs. SL 
Bonavenlll.re, Richmond. Va. Tech. ResetVoir St. Field, 1 
and 3:30p.m. 
i 
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An Invitation to the JMU Community 
The Search Committee for the new position of Sexual Assault Education Coordinator 
would like to invite you, students, faculty and staff, to meet with the candidates for the 
position. 
Three candidates will be visiting campus over the next several weeks. Each has been 
asked to make a presentation on the topic "Addressing sexual violence on college 
campuses". The candidate's half hour presentation will be followed by a half hour 
general question and answer session. 
The Committee hopes you will be able to attend some, if not all, of the sessions and 
contribute your feedback and impressions to the selection process. It is important to the 
Committee to involve a broad range of individuals and perspectives in this process . .Your 
input is important 
The following are the names of the candidates, the dates of their presentations and the 




4:30 - 5:30PM, Thursday, September 8 
Room 31 Bunuss Hall 
4:30-5:30 PM, Tuesday, September 13 
Room 31 Burruss Hall 
4:30 - 5:30 PM, Monday, September 19 
Room 44 Burruss Hall 
In addition, the candidates will be available to meet with students on an informal 
basis the day after their presentations. 
Diane Ledger- 11:15- 12:15 PM, Friday, September 9 
AlJegbeny Room. Warren Hall 
. 
- Hillary Wmg-Lott- 11:15- 12:15 PM, Wednesday, September 14 
Allegheny Room, Warren Hall 
Lisa Schwitzer - 11:15 - 12:15 PM, Tuesday, September 20 
Piedmont Room, Warren Hall 
I hope you will be able to attend. If you have any questions please contact the 
Counseling and Student Development Center, 568-6552. 
Sincerely, 
~ r \... 
l t ~;'\ t \..(('" ,. \.l '1. 
Linda Locher, Chairperson 
SAEC Search Committee 
' • 
Transfer~~----------------
contlnued fn)m fMge 3 
'*We 11y our belt 10 belp IIUdalll transfer u 
IDIDY credh boun a Pouible. If I IIUderdeels 
they have covered course material, they can 
come to tbe oflicc lnd talk to us. said Tamoy. 
Anocber stumblina block often encouncered 
by ttanSfer students is a feeUna of loneliness, 
ICCOntioa to Dr. Unda Loeber, director of the 
Counselina aod Scudent Development Caller. 
'1'bere's usually a shock or a transition 
period" ttaosfer SIUdeou go through when they 
first chanae schools.. Locher said. 
"'~bey bave Ibis feeling of, 'Gosb, I have to 
Uve freshman year all over again,"' she said. 
"Suddenly, you're in a brand new place," 
where many srudents feel inadequate 
Ac:cordin& to Loeber, transfer IIUdents often 
.. overload" themselves with activities and 
IChoolwork In their tint few months. "'lllere's 
• feellng or wanting to prove yourself that 
you've made the right decision," Loeber said. 
Chlu went through a similar period of 
transition. Since she attended a school close to 
bome, sbe said she felt estran&ed and lonely 
durin& ber tint few days at JMU. 
Oettina involved in the JMU Marching 
Band program helped Chiu get through the 
transitional period, she said. " I made a lot of 
friends within the first week here, and it made 
me feel like I belonged here." 
Debate---------
continued from page 5 
admissions be has made." 
Coleman also chided Robb, saying the 
senator needed time to "think up an answer lOa 
question (about character) he has never 
answered." 
David Doak, a consultant to Robb, called 
the debate ' 'rough and tumble." 
Doak said Coleman and Wilder are 
"increasingly desperate to get Into the race. 
They're getting more and more strident We've 
got to get through that" 
Robb tried unsuccessfully ~crtum the debate 
into a two--way exchange, repeatedly turning 
his back on Wilder and Coleman to wave a 
finger in North's face. 
But the Democratic and Republican 
nominees were unable to ilUSh aside Wilder 
and Coleman. '1'be independents performed 
extremely well," said Robert D. Holsworth, 
political science professor at Virginia 
Commonwealth University . .. Wilder was on the 
top of his game, and Coleman gave a lucid 
explanation of why the independents are here." 
The only obvious gaffe was uttered by 
Robb. 
During a discussion on bow to balance the 
budget, he said there are no government 
programs that he would spare from the ax. 
"I would take food from the mouths of 
widows and orphans if we had to," if it would 
solve the deficit problems. '1 know that's not a 
popular line," he said. 
"It's a stupid line." Wilder said, to laughs. 
Moderator Judy Woodruff, of Cable News 
Network, who was the lone questioner, also 
elicited views on health care, crime. the 
religious right and foreign policy. 
On those topics as well, Robb was the odd 
man out, taking the most hawkish stance on 
North Korea and Haiti and finding himself on 
the defens ive as a supporter of President 
Clinton. 
• But the candidates repeatedly turned the 
debate back lO the question of character. The 
combatants brought it up on their own, and 
later Woodruff returned to it, giving each man 
a chance to defend allegations about his 
shortcomings and to attack his opponents. The 
overwhelming majority of the audience, drawn 
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Loan----~~--------------
contlnued from page 3 
monthly payments by basing them on the 
loaner's income and stretching them over a 
longer period of time. up to 30 years. When 
interest charges are taken into account, the 
extended plan could end up "doubling or 
tripling the net cost of borrowing for college," 
according to US SA. 
Interest rates were also lowered by the 
legislation. The rate on Stafford Loans is now 
The race is on 
capped at 8.25 percent, down from 9 percent. 
1be cap on PLUS Loans has also been reduced 
from 10 peroent to nine percent. 
Students who wish to apply for either of the 
federal loans need to fill out the free 
appUcation for federal student aid available in 
the IMU Financial Aid Office. The Financial 
Aid Office also offers guidance on the tenns 
and conditions of each loan, and the various 
repayment plans offered by private lenders. 
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PIZZA MAKERS t!l 
SERVICE PEOPLE 
Our jobs are topped with 
more fun. money and 
benefitsr 
l'lwt Hut. the leading plu.a resllu· 
rant chain In the world. ha5 the 
following positions available In 
HIJ'risollburg. 
DeUvery Drivers 
With your wage. plus 50 cents per 
delivery. plus lips, you'll have an 
eamlng potential of up to $ 10 per 
hour ••• you'll be working with fun 
, people ... and you·u have the Oexlbll· 
flY lo create your own schedule! Ap-
pllcant.s must be at least 18. have a 
clean driving record. a reliable. In· 
sured car. and like to work with the 
public. 
Pizza Makers 
{It Service f>eople 
If you·re at least 16. here·s a 
chance to earn a good starting $81-
ary and Increase your earnings every 
6 months. Hours are flexible. .. you'll 
have the opportunity to team all 
parts or the operation .•. and there·s 
growth potential to Shin Manager. 
Your benents Include available 
medical Insurance. stOCk purchase 
plan. Driver Sal'ety Recognition Plan. 
rree meals tr unlrorms. discount 
child <:are. and a great work environ-
ment. ,.or consideration. apply In 
person at: Pizza Hut. 373 "orlh 
Pluon SL. Harrl.tonburg. r../0/f.. 
. • J • ....... • .. ' t. '- .. J 






Are we safe or just uninformed? 
I 
n a recent edition of The Bruu, a story was published 
on the front page that described JMU as the second safest 
college in lh.e country out of 467 four-year institutions 
with an enrollment of more than 5,000 students. 
Many of us in the IMU community may have gleaned a sense 
of security and safety after reading that report; but we should 
think twice about the subject of safety before becoming 
overconfident in this school's so-called state of well being. 
At JMU , as with most other institutions. students can be 
charged with a criminal offense, but they can also be charged 
judicially. In every issue, The Breer.e runs a list of charges 
levied upon people suspected of tampering with the safety and 
well-being of the JMU s tudent body as they are charged 
criminally, but equal treatment is given to judicial records in that 
names cannot be listed with the respective charge. 
This is an unfalr and seemingly unconstitutional praclice 
against not only the residents of the campus community, but also 
against the students who do come into the judicial system. 
In the Fifth Amendment of the Constitution, we are 
guaranteed that our right to life. liberty or property with due 
process of the law will not be impugned. Further, the Sixth 
Amendment states, among other things, that we are promised the 
right to a speedy and public trial and the presence of counsel for 
said trial. 
When people enter into the judicial system here, or in other 
universities that have a judicial system, they are subject to an 
agenda which may or may not be contrary to the principles and 
intentions set forth in those amendments. The truth is, we have 
no way of knowing if the proceedings are fair and just because 
they are held entirely beyond the vision of the public eye. 
A student charged judicially is subject to a hearing, not a 
legal trial, and is brought before the University Judicial Council, 
not a judge or even necessarily a jury of his or bet peers. Some 
of the major violations that a student can be charged with 
judicially and made to answer for in this format are truly 
formidable. 
Some of these violations inc lude sexual assault, theft, 
violence to persons aod weapons violations. Any of these should 
be considered a serious enough offense to bring a legally 
binding authority into the picture in order to protect the rights of 
the accused as much as those of the accuser. More importantly, 
cases like these should be adjudicated criminally because we, as 
adults, should not be learning a standard in college that sets the 
university apart from the justice system. 
Take into consid«adon that t!'Ose charged may have no legal 
counsel to represent them during the hearing, and it becomes 
more unsettling. And finally, it is understood that if found 
responsible, it isn't called guilty, their name remains 
confidential, thus leaving the system void of any public scrutiny. 
If any non-student were to be charged with theft or weapons 
violations or sexual assault they would be subject to public 
scrutiny, a trial by jury, and a lengthy and careful appeals 
process. In this process, they would a lso be subject to a 
punishment commensurate with their crime. 
The student handbook SLates that JMU has the right and 
obligation to set reasonable standards of conduct for the students 
who "voluntarily and willingly choose to become a member of 
the university community.'' 
This means that by coming to JMU, students, in effect. give 
up some of their constitutional rights In some instances to 
succumb to the pseudo-legal processes detailed in the school's 
judicial policy. 
JMU and other public institutions are allowed, and in fact 
obligated, to determine what is and is not criminal, and thereby 
are determining a separate set of rules for their community 
despite the fact that it is a public institution. and bound to the 
obedience of other state and federal ordinances. Tile precedent 
for this seemingly illegitimate source of power is a piece of 
legislation known as the Family Educational Rights and Privacy 
Act. otherwise known as the Buckley Amendment 
The provisions of this amendment are intended to keep the 
academic and financial records of students safe, but ils borders 
of empowerment have been perverted to include a body that has 
nothing to do with the original intentions of the act: the 
university judicial system. As a result, judicial records are sealed 
and with them the chance fo11 the rest of the student body to 
enjoy their pursuit of personal freedom in the safest environment 
possible. 
ll is for this reason that it becomes imperative to permit 
access to these records. With this access, students would be 
allowed an honest picture of the real-world dangers and affronts 
that they may encounter during their college years. 
JMU very well may be the safest place in the South, but with 
a limited access to the actual judicial records, we will never 
know for sure; and the university' s seal, which promises, 
"knowledge is liberty," cannot be taken seriously. 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze 
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing 
editor and opinion ediJOrs. 
Nicole Motley • • • editor Craie Ntu~man ••• manaainc editor 
Mark Sedton .•• opinion editor Karen &,dn •.• cwt. ofJinion editor 
Bieeze 
L.etwJ to the ed!UK JbouJd lie zra more dwll50 words, COhuD.Ds ao men tho 5SO 
words, alld wiUIIe pultlkluid DD a .-u ~bull. Tiley mlllt be deUnnd to Tht 
Bmtr"r.,.T..aayors, ... Priday. 
Tlw 8rftal ~the rfPl toedlt tar clarity l1l4.,au. 
The ~ea 14 th.tt•• dO bOt n...nly reftect tbe~oftbe cew...-r. 
Dart •• 
A dart to academic services for only giving us 
students four days to figure our schedules out. 
Sem in by someone who s broke and got his first 
"witlulrowol" for being a tad confused about 
scheduling. 
Pae ••• 
A pat on the bare butt of the naked male student 
who entered my room and others in Alpha Phi last 
week. Though your visit was pretty comical, we'd 
appreciate it if you'd dress before your next visit. 
Sent in by on Alpha Phi who slept through most of 
the commotion but is still rather annoyed by the 
intrusion. 
Dart ••• 
A dart to all people who leave their dirty napkins 
an(fspiUed food and beverages on the D-haU tal;>les. 
Sent in by someone who doesn ~appreciate having 
to search on entire room for a clean table. 
··* 
Pae ••• 
A big, fat pat to the kind soul wbo found my 
planner in Jackson Hall and returned it to me. People 
like you give me confidence in the human race. 
Sent in by a graJ 'ful person who is happy to ha.vt 
his life back in ordu. 
·Dart ••• 
A dart to Hunter's Ridge for giving less than a 
day's notice before towing cars from a very poorly-
marked fire lane. 
Sent in by sqmeone whose friend was at work 
when the notices wue posted and c~ home to find 
her car towed. 
Pae .•• 
A pat to all the volunteers who helped with or sold 
books at the very successful SGA booksale. Students 
made $15,0001 
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Tobacco's harms negate benefits; 
public safety Ia •higher obligation~ 
To •ldkw: 
In relaeDce 10 your editorial on Sept. '· '7oblcco beahhy 
for ecoeomy," the c:oqllri.lon bdween me Civil War IDd tbe 
"lobbcco Win" ia uaaty rewldq. To 1t1te tblt "'1bouaands of 
people wiU be freed from tbeir jobl" in merence to the 
eli~ fiCCOr or rhe toblcco industry Ia one dUng. to 
compere it by sayioa "jUUt u the slaves were freed from 
hcw!dep," is quite IOOlbcr. Tbis r11J1Df from ridiculous lO 
insultiJia. It is euctly tbls type of pleUdo-alrioa hypocritical 
bulllbit tblt RJR llld Philip Morris have been spitting out for 
~· I pew up iD NOdb Carolina. Md I worked on atobecco 
fann.llld I c.o tell you from first-hand experience it's all about 
profits, not people. WbiJc you are c:onect in asserting tbal tbe 
penuneo1 does bave a rapouibility toward the ecooomic 
well-beiQa ~ ill citizens. there is alto a higher obliplion to 
procec:t lbe ufety of i1l citizens (See: car eJthaust-EPA. 
cbemk:ala iD foods-fDA and currently tobloccH:arcinogenic). 1 
apeak alto from penonal experience, u one who has lost both a 
motber and ar-dfatber, both tifelona smokers, to cancer. 
Polidca and ecooomica aside, if everyone w~ to see up close 
and personal whal efl'ectl toblcco can have on a person. and a 
family, we would aU abed a few less tears for the tobacco 
industry. 
Student radio station back on air; 
new shows highlight WXJM's year 
To the Edllor: 
WXJM is now on the air as of Sept S, 12a.m. We have a 
peat aemesttr of pt'OII"'I111Il ahead, so stay tuned to 88.7 FM. 
We would like lO apologize for not bitting tbe airwaves 
IOOIIU. We ba¥e been redoina tbe oo-lir studio which is where 
we broldcast. We have alto been IJ"ainin& aU disc jockeys in 
Federal Communicadooa CoiDIDilioo rules llld regu.ladons. 
Trainina more tb8n 70 DJs takes a lot of time, but our DJ board, 
led by NicoJe Cuny, did a terrific job. 
I would like to We tbe time lO enligbten you on some of our 
new prop111Uning. We are very excited for our new .. call-in" 
talk show, "'ver-tbe-Une:' hosted by senior Chris Lawrence. 
OP/ED 
Don't wony, you can ltill call In and voice your opinions, but 
don't be alarmed when you aet one right back! Chris will be 
joined by several penonalities, such as the Devil's Advocate, so 
you QD count on some witty satirical bwnor as well. 
Retumioa from last semester, David Loweostieo's"What's 
Goins Onr an infOC'IDidve prosrun that highligbts urban issues 
of today. WWhat•s Ooina Onr wiU air Sunday nigbts from 6-7 
p.m. And a hearty welcome beet to Suzanne Clark who will be 
hoeting the .. Issues Sbow." SUZII'IIle will broadcast interviews 
dealing with timely and sometimes coruroversial issues. Such 
topics In the past have included democracy in America, the 
homeless in Harrisonbul) and women in religion. Tune in from 
12·1 p.m. on Sundays to be infonned. 
We have added new games to the programming as well. 
Saturdays from 10 un.-12 p.m. tune into bear our first Latino 
show. This show bad terrific success over the summer, and we 
are loolting forwan:l to its continued success this fall. Also, OJ 
Matt Vanderveer is bringing a "Roocs Rock" show to WXJM. 
Saturdays from 1-4 p.m. will yield a mixture of bluegrass, blues 
and Matt's own mixrure of roots music. lf you just feel like 
chillin' ,listen to MONO's acidjau and ambient music show on 
Fridays from 12-2 p.m. And as usual, tum on for your parties on 
Friday and Saturday nights to hear dance and wban music all 
night lone. 
WXJM once •gain welcomes you on down to Antbony-
Seeaer HaJJ to check us out. And don't forget to send your 
comments to us on our vax bullet.in board. Thanlts for your 
suppon and keep IUteoing. 
VIsitation hardly a safety concern; 
residents don't need •baby sitters' 
To the Editor: 
Anyone living on campus lhis semester who read the "Darts 
and Pats .. on Sept. l, can relat.e to the dart concerning the 
visitation policy. In my past experiences living in a JMU 
residence hall, I have been told by resident advisers that as long 
as residents do ooc cawe any problems and do not inhibit the 
safety of the ball in any way, the visitalion policy would DOt be 
strictly eofora:d. And to t.be best of my knowledge. this system 
worked just fine for both residents and RA.s. Even while I was 
going tbroogb tbe RA inn:rviewing process myself last year, I 
was given tbe distinct impression that enforcement of JMU 
policies, such as those concerning alcohol, drug, and incense and 
candle-bumin,g. was for the safety of residents. Now 1 am 
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receiving quite a diff~t message from the staff in my hall, a 
message that, according to Thursday's dart. other JMU residents 
are receiving also. 
1be enforcement of the visitation policy is DOt a matter of 
safety; it was written for the purpose of enforcing common 
courtesy. lt can be compared to the quiet hours policy in thst it 
usually is not enforced unless someone specifically complains. 
However. wben it is enfon::ed without specific complaint, the 
policy becomes a matter of Infringement upon the freedom and 
privacy of JMU residents. 
RAs are nOt to blame for this Intrusion; after all, they wue 
employed to enforce JMU policy, no matter how uojtJSt. They 
are just doing their jobs to the best of their abilities. We must 
look to their employer, JMU,to change the policy. Perhaps the 
answer to this problem is to put the issue of visitation back Into 
the hands of the residents whom it affects. The best way of 
doing this is lO allow individual hall councils to vote on their 
own visitation policies in the same way that hall councils now 
vote on quiet hours. 
Residents of JMU range in age from about 18 through the 
20s. By law. we are considered adults; that is, old enough to 
vote in public elections and to be drafted into the military. It is 
time that we are treated like adults in our own homes, the 




Inmate looks for correspondents; 
Pen-pals needed to 'lift my spirits' 
To the Editor. 
Hello, my name is Robert Sterling Powell. I am writing to 
your school in hopes that I might reach people who would like 
to write someone who has no famlly or friends to correspond 
with. I'm looking for mature individuals who enjoy writing and 
making friends. 
I am a prisoner incarcerated at the Indiana State Prison. I' m 
serving a long sentence with little hope of ever being a useful 
citizen and contributing member of society again. I just want 
friends thai I can listen and tallt to who will lift my spirits in 
time of need. 
tl83841 
Robert Sterling Powell 
l.S .P. P.O. Box 41 
Michigan City, lndlaNI46381-oo41 
Of clouds, gravity and long airplane rides 
"Things are always different, and it is sad to think so much could change without you." 
I used lO live in Atlanla. It was a long time ago. I was just 
a little kid then; you know, at that age where you couldn't 
find your way around the bloct if you had to but you knew 
the sunshine like It was your best friend, which I guess it 
was. The thing I remember the best about Atlanta was the 
rain. Georgia has rain that smells like summer. No matter 
what season it was, I mean even if it was as cold as hell, that 
rain smelled like summer. It's funny, though. Bven though I 
found myself back there at tbe airport this summer it didn't 
feel like Allanta. I guess that's the thing about airports, no 
matter which one you are at it looks t.be same as any other. 
You could be anywhere and the only way you bow for 
certain wbere you are is lO look at your ticket stub. But 
everyone knows you can't believe everything you read. 
'lbla's kind of sad wben you thinlt about h. Even if you have 
something written down on paper it doesn't mean anything 
anymore. 
Anyway, I found myself back in Atlanta at the airport 
where there is no hint of sunshine in the glare of the 
Ouorescents. I couldn't even tell if it was raining or not 
because the windows were all tinted. It doesn't matter 
anyway, I wouldn't have been able lO tell if it still smelled 
like summer. Besides it would be awful if it didn't The thing 
is, I always have trouble goina baclt to places. Things are 
always different, and it is sad to thinlt so much could change 
without you. 
I always have to prepare myself lO leave pbw:es. It's not 
that I have trouble with where I'm going, I just have to 
prepare myself for what I might be leaving behind. I 
remember how unsure of everything I was when I came to 
col.lep my tint year. I remember turning lO my mom sitting 
in t.be car next toR met .Wna her If t.biJlc's would always 
Cornflower 
Blues 
- Katherine Dimitriou 
be this hard. She smiled tenderly at me and brushed my hair 
baclc from my face in the way that she always has and the way 
that I have always hated and said simply, 'Things will never be 
easy.>' It's funny how people can say everything and nothing at 
the same time. But I am getting sentimental Sometimes, when I 
think about tbese things, I do. So, I found myself hurrying 
through the tenninalto catch my COMecting flight with no proof 
I was ever baclc in Atlanta. 
On the flight we passed through a lot of clouds. 
Cumulonimbus. When the plane was in the middle of a big one I 
looked out of the window and saw ... nothing. Even though I 
knew it was only an illusion, a trick played on me by Hght, the 
nothingness seemed to extend forever. It was like we had 
transcended reality and into ... nothing. But even then it was 
something. It only lasted for a second, and then we would 
escape and see tbe world wobbling beneatb us. 
As we passed through more clouds. those flashes of solidarity 
seemed like. well, I don't really know what it was like. It 
knocked me OUt though. It k.lnd of reminded me of wben I was a 
kid and I would swing as high as I could, higher and higher, you 
know, so high the lines would re1a~ and you would wait for 
gravity to pull the Unes taut and bring you back down to 
earth. Only you were just a lOd so you didn't call it gravity, 
you just kept swinging knowing you would come back down. 
There was still that split second that you weren't quite sure 
how you got up there or i( you were ever going to come back 
down at all. That's kind of how the plane ride felt. It was 
kind of shocking because only moments before, that cloud 
had seemed so substantial. Thnt's how things are sometimes. 
Something can look really beautiful from far away but when 
you get a close look it's really nothing at all. It is kind of 
depressing if you think about it too much. 
I sat next to an old couple on the plane. They were really 
cute, holding hands and stu IT. The old guy kept poking her in 
the side and telling corny jokes to make her laugh. That 
ldlled me. But the thing is, you just know he is going to stan 
picking his ears or somelhing like that, and you start to hate 
him. It's a lonely flighr,though. so I shoot the bull with them 
for a while. even though r k.now they don't really want to talk 
tome. 
That's the thing about silence. Sure, it's great sometimes. 
but you don't want it to go on forever. It's like a long drag on 
a ciaarene. You breathe it in, feeling the warmth spread 
through your body, longing for the moment to last forever 
but consciously still knowing you must exhale or risk 
strangling on the smoke which is, after all, only a 
replacement for oxygen. 
I wondered if anyone would look at me funny if I staned 
talking to myself. Probably; people are funny about things 
like that. 
Columnist Katherine Dimitriou is a sophomore and h4s 
IWI yet decl4ml a mojor. 
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It happened one summer • 
From bottle-feeding bear cubs to answering phones1 
riding the 1tube' or studying the Russian economy, 
students and professors take one last look as .they 
wave goodbye to the summer of '94. 
From bagging groceries and taking orders at a restaurant to bouncing 11 the end 
of bungee cords and traveling to Russia. JMU students had their share of WUI$WII 
experiences this summer. 
For many people, the idea of summer paints a picture of sandy 
beaches, relaxation on the couch with a remote control, going 
out with friends and maybe even some seasonal romances. 
Bu( because we arc now "young sdults," thoughts of 
the swnmer conjwe images of long hours silting above 
a pool while your nose begins to resemble the glow 
that lights Santa's sleigh. 
Or worse yet, try sticking around an empty 
campus for fun-ftlled days of studying, writing, 
reading and s-oblcm-solving. And there's always 
the semester abroad where the English language 
and McDonlld's become ancient histoty. 
"It's the way to go," said seruor Amy Welsch. 
discussing ber three-week trip lO England and 
Scotland. 
Welsch, along with lS other s tudents and 
English Proteasor Ralph Cohen, toured the stteets 
of London. AJona the way, the group took in tome 
playa. 1eamed how to play cricket and ~raveled the 
'"tube, .. or IUbway- all while eamin& three credits 
toward their diplomas. 
The cubure, which Welsch described • "peaceful mel ~~~~~~~~-·llp!iiii\11 
frieudly," inspired bet to begin uvin& JIIIDiOe)' for a retum trip 
10 Europe. 
U there i.s a rerum voyage, she'll try ID chqe the minds of a few 
uninformed people while there. After talking to a man in England about her 
hometown in New York. he asked if Amy wu from the United StaleS and if she 
"goes to Disney lAnd a lot" He was also curious about all the "cowboys" over in 
exotic America. 
While Welsch encountered people foreign to her in England, sophomore Diane 
Ferguson was working with a different species of life altogether. 
She wa in charge of horses and other animlls at Reston Animal 
Parle this surnme:r. Ferguson spent her days with bear$, donkeys. 
a newborn zebra and an alligator named Oscar. 
Working 20 to 4S hours a week, Ferauson had 
responsibilitie1 which included "pic~g up poop, 
cleaning and making the parte praentable," she said. 
She also 1av8 tours to clilldnn, boule-fed two 
bear cubs JWned Jai and Beko ll'ld raised a fawn in 
her own home. 
Ferguson said th.e fawn. named Bridie, foUowed 
her everywhere around her house, even into 
Ferpson's bed lO sleep and into the shower to 
bathe. Th8 fawn wu allowed to live w ith 
FerJUIOn because it wu dyinJ and ablmdoned 
by ill mother. 
"I wanaed 1o give her love lnd bope be{«e she 
died." FerJUIOil said. 
Bridie evauually paued on. 
FerpiCIIl DOW thriv• Oft IDIIkin& ZOOI ICCepCibJe 
to sociely by wort:ina mel talkq with zoo VWIIOI'I .. 
---~ weDu scuclcassbe ............... .tJMU. 
She -- lhltiiOOI .. ... 10 pOIICl the 8llim.als 
from beiDa detlroyed Uld to tach children that uilinalJ 
del«ne humma .......... 
Mea while, t.clt in the Valley, people were few md far between on 
the JMU campus, senior David Anderl said. Remainin& in the 'Burc for 
summer session daues with approltimardy 60 people was not exactly excitin&. 
For three days. Andert "didn't say anything- except to the delivery py," 
because his job wa over lnd hiJ roomm 
He filJed his ~lime wilh a phoLOJTIII 
Even tboaP Anderl wu bored. he ~ 
bec:alae he &ot .. lpOi)ed wilh beaer parkin 
Maybe remainin& in Hllrilonbwa for v• 
For Ienior Tony flemina, pll'kina spac~ 
a c• in Ruaia. 
Flemin& ~raveled lO Moldova. an old 
between the Ukraine and Romania, 11 
adjuoct polilical IC:ience faculty member ' 
The lrip luled two weeb and ill purpo 
the prope11ion of the recenlly imple1 
market syslem tha& hu been challengi 
economically since the nation reformed f 
lbe fJll of communism. 
Comparina notes with foreian students 
the American method of education prov 
be trial by fire. as Aeming said he just "31 
wilh Russian." 
He vividly remembers the 13-hour ride ' 
t rain contain in& smatl quarters 
'"launentionable bathrooms." 
The group wa stopped at every bordt 
check passports and answer questions 1 
their purpose f« visiting, Aeming said. 
Nevertheless, fleming had no pro 
adjusting aq this foreign culture which 
w ine for every meal and crammed 100 Pfl' 
a 40-pcnon b'OOey. 
He did. however, have quite a scan 
B owers and the aroup were separato 
crossi.n& the border in10 conununist Predn 
siuin& on abe sidewalk wailifta for Bov.~ 
driver root off inlO the conununist city w 
and not a word said lbout where he wu 11 
It lined out abe driver went in to lool 
reaniled wilb their lugap. 
While iD Predneutromia. they enc:c 
economic ac:lions ad cryina to convince 
sdlools. 
Flemina 1aler tmjoyed aaendin& the 0011 
.. suctin& up reli&iaa. .. dw:y Md been dell 
All in an. Fllnliaa says he ..;oyed hin 
his ll'aiCb 10 "be ........ 10 .. hotbevl 
TJaer. .. W6J liala ice iavolwed in 10 
PllaJ'O COuaTBIY 06 K.UtJMJCBI BATI'OU bat Ul ~.a of el.utic ropu aDd 
cc••~IOIU • ~ lhe Edp." a bun&• 
About 8 million people IN Uvlng In BraziUian a1um1, making do with whatever they can.ecrounge from tM .. ....._ Moat of u.n tower in VirJinia 8-=b. 
.. NMWBY children lYing In pi8CI8 where even Bru.lllah ciii1M8 .. afraid to u.d, junior Kazla'nlchi.HatiOrt lalcl.. . , . '1f •ytbina 'Mill ~ ~ wu my ~ 




a Brazilian flag 
on his donn 
room door, a 
relic from his 
a~mmertlme 












TODD I..AI'LANTII...r ,_,.,., of Americans. 
lOmtnale JODe. 
10l0lflllhy job md model buildiJl&. 
d., he aaid he ""k:inda wilhea no one was here" 
rpa!kina." 
'I for vecation does have tome 8dvanlqes. 
•1 spKCS w.-e not a poblem as he cfid not have 
an old Russian republic located 
ania, with 12 students and 
ember W. Kena Bowen. 





:m proved to 
just "got by 
ur ride on a 
rters and 





100 people inlo 
a scare when Or. 
:panted just before 
It Predneial:rovniL While 
>r Bowers. &be poup'a bus 
t city with all of their belonginas 
e was aoin& or why. 
1 to look for Bowen md the poup wu finally 
ey encountered commun.du defendina their 
onvince Bow .. to enroll his aaude:ots in their 
the now he c:twrcbea • he warcbed die people 
ee:n denied it b70 yean." 
yed himleJf. bul ba w .. lbole wbo may rnce ..,t .............. il110 ice tbere." 
~ in 101ft .,.. an Dia'• life dUa ~. 
ea IDCI COIIICIIIIa. Cllria COIIIIOUecl lhe aafety 
'bunpa CIGid .PnJU1 Joclliala IIOp of the taDeat 
I my fault." PA¥ .... ~ ..... MIU 
wrona for him. 
Hqiftc (bua DOt from a bunaee cord) uound a law rum this summer was a 
daily ai& for &eabnam Mqery Koecbrt. Working 9 to S, Koedcat wu ranindcd 
of Tom Cruile'a elqllrience • a lawyer in the movie '1'he Farm." u IN got used 
to daily~ aad codes for 8CCeU to the stairweU. 
Coincidentally, she also took c•e of the billing, which wu the key defect in 
'"The Firm." 
.. They just told me how much," to bill, she said. 
She and other offtee members were also timed on the phone. 
Sense mything suspicaous here? 
Fortunaacly, she enjoyed the job md may go back next 
summer. 
A few other srudents spent their summers working 
some distinctive jobs. Freshman Amanda Cregan 
found and raised a deserted baby sparrow. She 
spent most of her day cleaning, training and 
entertaining the bird. 
"It was really messy," she lauJhed. 
And sophomore Kenny Smith not so fondly 
remembers his summer break as being piled 
hl&h with groceries to baa. 
While many students dabbled in new 
experiences, JMU biology Professor Norlyn 
Bodkin, made his seventh consecutive trip to 
the Galapagos Islands, 600 miles off the coast 
of Ecuador, with four other professors and 16 
students from JMU. 
From snorkeling with white-tip sharks to 
oblervin& 600-pound tortoisea, Bodkin, a botanist. 
feU in lovc.wilh &he islands' "unique flora and fauna." 
The rant time he explored these foreip tropics, he 
aaid, "I thouJhll had landed on the moon." 
Bodltin said students who accompany ~im on the trip 
consider it the "hi&h point or their education." He encouraaes any 
srudenu inlerelled in wild tomatoes, cacrus trees and "very strange 
lookin& crearures" to take the trip. which ia sponsored by the JMU Arboretum and 
can be liken for coUep crediL 
Students on summer miaionary lripl are ha-d pessed to find academic CRdit 
for whll IIIey do, but for junior Kazumicbi Hanmi, the rewuda were still plentiful. 
He spentlhree IIIOIIIbl in Brazil on a mission workina with c:hiJdren .S families 
livina in the meeu. • - · · 
AppnWmaaely I qaiDion people are.Jiviq in Brazilian ahana, most of dlem 
runaw.y tida tt.t eim. think the 11ree11 are a playpound or tt.ve no place to ea11 
horne. • - . • •..•.....•. . 
.Appe Mitlianlry .Aalocillion lnremational (AMAI) it a poup of people driven 
eo cblllae lhe lMa ol the leas btamale daoup Chriat:ian.ir.y. Their pl it to brina 
the brobn familiea t.ct toplber, to provide homes for them, '"to feed them 
physically aad apirilllllly" and to Jive them hope.. Haaari aaid. 
- n. ~of~~· ~willa IIUideata IQd adul11 from all over die 
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Jlobe. Hattori spent his nights with five kids, called his AMAJ family, in on~ of 
JO rooms located in a house specifically built by AMAJ for missionaries and 
children. 
He Aid, .. Brazil has oothing, but that's where Ood's glory shows the most It 's 
hard to work without a strong belief in Christ." 
Kazumichi was placed on some ofBruil's most dangerous streets. 
"Even the Brazilians don't go there," he said. 
Working outside all day building houses, praying and having fellowship with 
families, Hauori encountered pain, heaniiChe and "resurrection." he remembered. 
"1 was upset a lot I did cry." 
Hattori intends to keep in contact with those whom he encountered face-to-face 
and plans to go back "for at least one year." During those 12 months, H attori plans 
to continue working with broken families and bring people closer to Ctuist . 
'.'I saw a lot of miracles down there." he said. · 
Durin& the hectic school year, students and professors across campus will rely 
on their memories of this swnmer as they loolt forward, once again, to May. 
As for Hauori, he will wake up ead\ morning to the image of himself praymg 
with a 14-year-old boy whose face was wet with tears as he cried, " I want a 
father." 
Article by Angie Krum 
illustrations by James Hawkins 
,. 
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SPECIAL THANKS TO JMU STUDENTS AND ...,...... 
~K, AXO, A 4» & ZTA SORORITIES FOR YQ __ . ___ 
ATTENDANCE AT SATURDAYS FOOTBALl,~ ~;,:, 
SHOW YOUR SCHOOL SPIRIT ONCE~~ 
~&(,J~~''' ''.~ 
'' ' 
Faculty dance group returns 
by Jason Corner 
staff writer 
The three figures are motionless, 
crystallized like ice sculptures. Each one 
moves in tum, melting into a different 
shape in the languid motions of a dream. 
Gradually. all come together in a 
perfectly balanced symmetry of motion. 
"William (Seigh) was dealing with the 
moment of goodbye. the moment when 
somebody says goodbye and also the 
quality of snow," Associate ProfcsJOr of 
dance Cynthia Thompson said of the 
dance piece "Imminent Release." 
nus dance, along with several others, 
will be presented by the thompson .t 
trammell quartet which consists of 
Thompson, Assistant Professor of dance 
Katherine Trammell. Assistant Professor 
of dance Shane O'Hara and William 
Sei&h. a former c:t.nce faculty member. 
"Imminent Release, .. u well u the 
other piece~, were put of the reper10ire 
!At performed on their aumma- European 
tour, p layin& a& such locales u Poland, 
Germany llld Portuaal. 
"This summer we .did a lot of 
performing," Thompson said. "'t wu our 
longest tourin& m&*lement ever, and it 
wu rully JreaL 'The four of us did a lot 
of wert ">&ether ... 
It went 10 well, in fact. thai Thomplon 
and her partner, TrammeU, decided to 
perform their anniversary concert u a 
quartet conaisting of Thompaon, 
Trammell, O'Hara and Seigh . For the 
(*t 10 years they have done this eonc:ert 
II a duo. 
Associate Professor Katherine Trammell rehearses the dance, 
.. Paper Doll Bong," for her upcoming show with the thompson & 
trammell quartet. This Is her first local show whh a quartet. 
ensemble. 
"Kate and I have worked together for 
11 years, period." Thompson said, "But 
we've always had different 
configurations." 
"1 personally prefer it a great deal," 
she said. 
time communicating with each other and 
caring (or each other. but that's part o r 
what's good about it." 
This closeness was reinforced on the Trammell says she enjoys working 
with a small group as opposed to an 
.. It. s very rewarding to work very 
close.ly together. We're spending a lot of DANCE page 17 
Artist enlightens others with invention 
by Nicole Truxell 
conJTibuting writer 
An innovative technique will project new light into Zirkle 
House this month. Artist Fred M cGann, a resident of 
waynesboro, has invenled a method or malcing photographs on 
slides by using lighting gels, paint, letters and symbols, instead 
or a cancra. 
Rather than saying cheese. his subjects arc glued onto a slide 
with fmgemail polish. 
The miniature collages on display at Zirkle House are meant 
to be projected on a large screen. 
REVIEW 
They are similarly striking when enlarged and presented as 
prints, although projection would enhance the gem-like, 
transluc:en& colors of the gels. 
Me<Jann's uniqueness as an artist is demonsiTated by his use 
of conunon household substances, such as fingernail polish, to 
create depth in his work. 
In "Triangle," he created a 3·0 figure with layers of gels, 
clear fingernail polish and black paint. He has designed 
ar~::t::~ :~==:~. :::ges. ~~ ~ght, ~:. c~era-
less slides. 
Many of these works are patts of a set, each illuminating 
variations in color and texture. 
'The Red and Black" series is comprised of three individual 
works with colors ranging from vibrant red to deep maroon to 
pale pink. 
Composition varies from free-Conn geometric shapes and 
bold patterning in I and II of the series, to unusual textures 
interspersed with sharp angles in m. The background is not as 
easily recognizable as an enlarged fingerprint. The minute 
der.ails that emerge take on a new look and give McOann's work 
the flair of the unexpected. • 
Three X-ray images of McGann's OWn head malce up another 
series, "Nucleus Pulposus, .. that demands to be noticed. Upon 
entering the gallery, the intense coloration and surreal images 
are the first thing one sees. 
Also made for projection, these pieces stand out for their 
grace of composition and sllrlt imagery. Repeated photographic 
images of the X-ray and McGann's name identifying it compleLe 
the images. 
Another piece, named only by an "X," is even more 
captivating and is the standout at this exhibiL A blue X on the 
right.. primary green on the left, superimposed with striking 
black patterns draws the ere again and again. "X" is paired with 
a work named only by a tnangle. 
ARTIST page 17 
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Does m evening of bread. wine and Shakespeare under 
evening sk:y tickle your Caney? 
H so, then bringeth thy rushkin to the arboretum this 
when tho Shenandoah Shalcespeare Express will be 
'The Taming o'fthe Shrew" as an arborewm f\md raiser. 
Professor Norlyn Bodltin, the arboretum director. is 
that the naLUral setting will be fruitful for all parties. 
"H you read anything about Shakespeare, you'll see 
about29 of his scenes take place in gardens," Bodkin said 
the upcoming performance. "We think it's very appropriate." 
Senior Kandace Studt.inski agrees. "The arboretum is 
good setting because it will incorporate the way the plays 
meant to be seen, in an open-air atmosphere," she said. 
As in the two perfonnances they have had there before. 
SSE will be performing on the front bank and the pond lawn. 
This performance is the arboretum's only planned 
raiser this semester, although there will be a plant sale 
next spring. 
Bodkin said that the arboretum plans to have other 
fund raisers. "One of our goals is to do pa-formances 
he~ "'It'~ not going to be just plays. it's available and 
~open to performers." 
.~:Bodk:ilte:ltp~aiN~ that the money is needed for the 
uborelwn in bloom. "'ne load of wood 
imd we need chips. fertili.zen and 
'bui]jiing. bulletin& building. .. 
JJW.IdQliJt flower garden." 
UIII_JONIIlooi WJ- booting 
.. 
. , 
. . , 
-· .. " 
....... . 
18 Thursday. Sept. 8. 1994. THE BREEZE ------------------: If you are looking for a new set of wheels. you don't have lo look far! : 
• Just take a short walk down Main Street. and meet: • 
• • : The Car Connection : • • • • • • Quality Used Foreign & Domestic Cars • 
• • • • Open Monday -Saturday 9:00-fiOO • • • •. * m Discount for Students : 
• conveniently located at 1881 • 
• South Main Street, * Financing Available • 
• Harrisonburg • 
• *Your Job is Your Credit • • • • • • •  Call Alan Cline at 433-9788 or better yet, stop by!  
• • ------------------
The Joshua Wilton 




take a step 
back into 
DESIGNED FOR CASUAL DINING. 
• sunroom and patio 
• affordable dining 
• homemade breads and desserts 
• rotating menu 
history at the 
1{)()-year-old 
Victorian Mansion. 
• unique beverages 
• no reservations 
Craig and Roberta Moore 
are noted throughout the 
Shenandoah Valley for their 
excellent-and unique cuisine. 
FINE DINING HOURS 
TUES - SAT 5:30-CLOSE 
Reservations suggested 
'nle BA 0 PUB has unique diSPlay 
prompts that guide )'011 throu&h 
problema. It offers baste bus1ness 
runtt~ons like tlme·value-or·money 
Plus. IL delivers cash Oow analysts 
ror lnl.ernal rate or return (I RR) 
Net present value (NPV). Bond 
calculations. DepreCJatio.n 
Advanced stau.stJcs. 
Management, m~rketing, finance or accounting major? You 
know dollars anp cents. Get a BA II PLUS"' Calculator from Texas 
Instruments. It's designed for students and professionals and 
recommended by professors. Or try the BA-35, our most affordable 
model for time-value-of-money and one-varjable statistics. 
If you're in the financial fast lane, TI Business CalcuJators 
make the most sense. Try one at your local TI retailer today, or 
for more information, calll-800-TI-CARES. 




contlnued #tum ,_,.15 wondaful about dlnce." JI'OUP· So excited. in f~et, that when 
poup'a European tour, their third 
tour with this putic:ular lineup . .. It 
was JOOd because we did aome 
counlriet we had doae befcwe, like 
Poland, bu& also tome new COUIIIriea. 
libo..n.ny." 
She enjoyed playin& for a foreisn 
audience, too. "ln most cues the 
European audiences are more 
accustomed to aoina to lhe lhealre a 
peat deal." 
Their lOur also aave the group an 
opportunity to refine some pieces 
they had been workina on. One of 
these was O'Hara'• solo piece 
"Pol11r0id Heart." 
O'Hara, who choreoaraphed and 
performed "Polaroid Heart," usea a 
larae number of unconventional 
elemen&s in this Jon& piece. including 
speech, alides on three diHerent 
saeens and a lwae number of props. 
"I like to call it 'dance theatre' 
because it uses elements of theatre. 
but at lhe boaom line. movement is 
at the bMe of it." O'Hara said. 
Allhouah he places che pnesis or 
the piece at his lrip to Portuaallast 
aprina. ho considers it to be still 
developina. 
Mlltll the tour ended. he decided 10 
add tho slide projections with the 
help and advice of Auistant 
Profeasor of a-t Corinne Mc:Mullm. 
"'Towllda the end of che IW'IIIDCI', 
Corinne and I awted wortlna 
toaether," he says ... Wiw'a exci!in& 
is thai we tort of conaidered it a 6nl 
.. .ina [becluao new elemenu hid 
been added). Every dmce powa -
it's oae thin& I noticed when I 
watched Kale and Cynthia 'a aolo 
piec:cw. ADd lbal'a wblll think il10 
Anocher unconventional aspect or a curtain accidentally caught on fire 
O'H~n's piece is the use of several durin& a rehearsal last Monday, one 
short speeches to fnme different manber burst out "Guess we're just 
sections of tbe ct.nce. 1.00 /loll" 
"In tbe pat 10 years I've seen a 
lot more use or dialoaue in modem Tlw tltompSOtt & trl1f111Mil qwures 
cbmce." be says. will be performilll at Latimer· 
O'Hara drew on personal Sltaelfer Tlteatre 011 Friday and 
experiences to construct tho StJJwd.ay lligltt at 8 p.m. Admission 
monologues which arc each is $6 for stiUIU&Is witlt JAC cards, 
clwact.erized by repeating lines such ullior citizeiiS aNI cllilllre11 12 and 
as "You're waiting for somelhing big IUIUr. TM price u $10 Ollwrwise. 
10 happen." "1 lhink too much." and 
"My mother is dying." 
"The cian3er of auiObiographical 
work is that it becomes too 
indulgent," O'Hara said ... So I 
worked with some main ideas, such 
as dealing with death, such as 
thinking too much and gelling back 
to feeling. I think the main idea is it's 
about the human condition." 
Thompson also drew on personal 
experiences to creaae her own solo 
piece, "fallen Belle." Thompson, 
dressed as a typical .. Southern beDe," 
manipulales lhe actions of usi.n& a fan 
or drinkin& from a tea cup, only to 
ruv.t tbal the ICtions become harder 
and begin to tum aaai.nsl her. 
"It has a lot to do with my 
cllperienc:es as a Southern female," 
sbesaid. 
Like O'Hara. she aho tried to 
draw pwallels between her own past 
and universal human experience. 
'1'm a Jane Ausc.n freak. I've read 
all her novels, and there'• a areal 
similarity belweeo the experienca of 
Victorian and American women," 
aheaaid. 
Althouah aolo piecea take up 
much of the~ die quartet 
ia clearly excited lbout warkiQa u a 
MDCE IIEf1INEitl~ cdkDr 
Assistant Professor of dance 
Shane O'Hara pertonns his 
aolo piece, .. Polaroid Heart." 
·~ 
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Artist __ _ 
continued from page 15 
The emptwis of the composition 
is on the form of the triangle and 
geometric shapes in kaleidoscope 
colors. 
A similar piece in both 
composition and mood is 
"Welcome." This p iece contains the 
black and whjte silhouette of a man 
obscured by dark pallems and deep 
reds. 
The chaotic composition projects 
confusion aJ\d a vague sense or 
something being lost. 
The symbol of the man was 
acrually part of a scratch-off lettering 
set, yet in this setting. becomes a 
powerful image. 
"Hope." a collage of frac tured 
images or stylized mowfla.kes over 
four complementary colors. reveals a 
different side of the artist. The 
radjant composition creates its own 
energy through the repetitive yet 
unique pattern. 
In stark contrast to McGann's 
other worlcs in the elthibit. the colors 
in this piece are pale and have a 
transparent look. 
This is also the only work that 
makes use or just one symbol. 
Because it is simple, it creates a 
peaceM feeling . 
McGaM's technique should be 
inspiring 10 art students loolcing for a 
new avenue of expression. However, 
non-anists will find inspiralion in his 
work too. 
New Images will be on exltibil tJJ 
Zirlcle HoJUe Sept. 5·30. A lectwe 
and slide preselllation of ltis work 
wiU take place Sept. 22 tJJ 7 p.m. ill 
Dde Hall, roomA200. 
Shrew...__~<-
continued from page 15 
Petruccio and Margrot McGirr as 
Kate., with Mmy Hartman directing. 
The SSE grew out of PTofessor 
Ralph Cohen's 1988 class on Richard 
m. 
Since then, the group has gone 
through many clanges. 
"We cast from several bi& cities, 
and the cast has been changing every 
year," SSE booking agent Patti Kloss 
said. 
"Since the 1993 company it's 
been one hundred percent [non-
foundingl members." 
The group performed a several 
week run at the Folger Theatre in .. 
Washington D.C. this summer, the 
group's third summer performance 
there. 
"That went very weD," Kloss said, 
"but we're looking for a bigger and 
better space [in D.C.l right now." 
Aocotding to Kloss, the Express has 
been approached by several theatres 
in D.C. already. 
Those attending the fr id ay 
performance are welcome to bring 
food to the arboretum. 
The show begins 11 5:30 p.m. and 
admission is $5, with tickets 
available at the arboretum 
throughout the week. 
In ease of rain. the show will be 
held in Anthony-Seeger auditorium. 
The SSE also played last night al 
Theatre n. performing ''Much Ado 
About Nothing," and will be putting 
on "Shrew" and "'OheUo"tonighL 
The merry band will then be • 
traveling to Louisiana for 
perf'onnmc::es neJU week. 
\! •. -1,, 111 t 111 ;. / 1 :_:'I'', 111 ! "·'lf1 111 
. II • I I ,\ ' 'I 
, , , I , I 
t 433·TUN.-
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They're 
FREE! 
Back issues of 
The Breeze 
C}ct tllcln 
he fore ScJ>t. 16 
Sky dive. 
Experience the ultimate 
natural high! Train & make 
your first jump in one day 
at Slcydive Virginia 
in Louisa, VA, a little over 
an hour from JMU. For 
brochure on rates & 
complete details on a 
professional skydiving 
center serving JMU. 
1-800-414- DIVE 
IMU Student Discount! 
Skydive Virginia! 
• 'Wh1n proftlliiJMIJ.s"' &111/.ty 
, JHI'GI'UIIIIIL" 
JMU • Sheraton Inn Tournament ... Sepj. 10 111 
Salariy vs. St. n. IIi 
al3:1 p.1. ~ 3:1 p.1. 
Shuttle Buses will pick students up at 3:00 p.m. at Godwin Hall both 





• Pedal on the level - no hiUs 10 climb 
or inaerstaae to cross. 
• Only four blocks to campus. 
• Energy efficient heal pumps. 
• Stain resiscant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
• Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
• Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
• Telephooe & cable outlets in each room. 
• DeadboJtloc.ks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
o WeU lit part_ing lot and walkways. 
o Converuent bus service to campus & 
Valley Mall. 
• Full time Management and mainaeoance. 
• No sliding doors. 
" .. .the apartments are new 
and spacious ... " 
-Kristen Phillips 
"/love Olde Mill's location 
- it's so close to campus.'' 
-Milan Patel 
11 
. .. the apartments are clean 
arut modern. This is a very safe 
place to live ... " 
-Vanessa Howard 
Our residents are our 
best advertisement-
Here's wh ... 
"There is a 'home-like'feel 
here, ... enough space to breathe. 
You just get more for the money." 
-Michael Harris 
"You don't feel like you're 







Horsley and Constable 
Property Management Division 
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JMU stomps Thundering Herd in three sets 
Victory over Marshall marks 
third win of season for team 
by Jerry Niedzialek 
contributing writer 
The JMU women's volleyball 
team cruised to an easy three set 
vic10ry over Marshall Urtiversily on 
Tuesday evening at Godwin gym. 
JMU was led by senior Zoe 
Anastas, who had 12 kills and 12 
digs for the night. Junior Susan 
Martin also contributed greatly with 
10 kills and 12 digs. 
The team has already matched 
last year's win total only five games 
in10 the season. 
After Tuesday's victory over the 
Thundering Hetd, the Dukes' record 
stands at 3-2. 
JMU fmished the 1993 campaign 
at 3-30. The team struggled with 
injuries, including a k:nee injury that 
sidelined Anastas for the entire 
season. 
H ead coach Mary Harring ton 
said. "We have high expectations for 
this year. We want to keep the pace 
quick and rmish the games off when 
having the opportunity." 
Harrington said. 
JMU easily won the r11st set 15-6, 
but had a tougher time m the second 
and third before winmng the next 
tWO 15- 11 and 15- 10. 
"It feels good to win," Anastas 
stated. "It was a good team effort, ,., 
and each game we are improving." 
Sophomore co -captain Valerie 
Kaput was pleased with the overall 
team effort. 
"We stayed strong as a team and 
played sm art," Kaput said. "The 
freshmen were clicking together." 
Martin said the Dukes played 
strong as a team and thetr 
communication was good. 
Junior Debbi Prince, a middle 
hilLer, returns after leading the club 
in hitting percentage (.205). block 
average (0.9) and service aces (37). 
She was named to the All-Colonial 
Athletic Association second team for 
her efforts last fall . 
Marlin is enrering her third season 
as a starter. 
She received All-CAA second 
team honors after her freshman 
season, garnering 64 service aces 
and a 0.9 bJock average. 
MIKE HEFFNERiplk>to cd@r 
Sophomore Krlstle Davidson In action against the Marshall Thundering Herd on Tuesday. 
She credited the newcomers to the 
squad for the team's early success. 
"They are not only helping out 
physically, but m entally as well," 
The team next travels to Clemson, 
S. C. 10 take part in the Big Orange ... 
Bash on Friday and Sarurday. 
Dukes ~ Middle Tenn State 
Game: JMU at Willi am & Mary , 
Saturday. 7 p.m. 
Dukes notes: Junior quarterback 
Mike Cawley has lhrown bur one 
interception in his last six games. The 
Dukes have yet to settle on one ta ilbac.k. 
Against Buffalo, JMU used junior Paul 
Harris, sophomore D' Artagnan Townes and 
true-freshman Damon Roberts. Harris 
started and carried 10 times for 46 yards. 
Townes ran five times for 21 yards and 
Roberts twice for three yards late in the 
game.. 
Data: Middle Tennessee Sta!e tailback 
Kippy Bayless ran for two touchdowns and 
threw for another as the Blue Raiders 
romped to a 45-10 win at Tennessee State. 
Senior quarterback Kelly Holcomb 
completed 12 of 22 passes for 142 yards. 
Bayless, a senior, ran for 1,214 yards and a 
school-record IS touchdowns In 1993. 
Rip says: "They're one of the best 
football teams overall that we've played in 
four years here. THey run well on defense. 
Offensively they have so many weapons, 
they have the ability to throw the ball." 
Slll.lldiDII5 
l!L fu Owl 
William & Mary I .o 38 17 
James Madison l 0 35 0 
Villanova I 0 23 7 
Richmond I 0 34 31 
New Hampshire 0 0 0 0 
Boston tJniv. 0 0 0 0 
Delawate 0 0 0 0 
'Ma$$81;hllsetts 0 Q 0 0 
Ma1rte . 0 I 6 28 
CQnnecticut 0 I 7 16 
Rhode Island 0 I l7 38 
NOftbeastem 0 I 26 36 
a .. wcck.'s results 
James MadiJon 35, Buffalo 0 
William & M.-y 38, Rhode Island 17 
Central Florida 28. Maine 6 
Nicholls State 16. 'Connecticut 7 
Boise Swe 36. Nonbea$tem 26 
Richmond 34, Virginia Milirary 31 
Villanova 23. Fordham 7 
Idle: BoSton Univet$ity, Delaware, 
Massachu$dts, New Hampshire. 
Thjs .... ldlglulc 
Middle Teanessee State at James Madison 
Ddawtre M William & Mary 
1lbock fiiiDd • Maine 
Uberty. ViU..OVa 
8<*011 University at Colgate 
MU$1Chusects *Richmond 
Troy State 'at Connecticut 
SPORTS 
HIGHLIGHTS 
:\IE~·s SO< '( 'EH 
Dukes win tournament with 
defeat of St. Mary's 
Sertior midfielder Brent Bennet led James 
Madison with rhree goals as the Dukes 
defeated St. Mary's (Cal if. ) 5-0 in rhe 
championship game of the Friends of 
Richmond Soccer C lassic in the University 
of Richmond Soccer Sradium. 
Bennett began the scoring in the 2 1st 
minute when he took a pass from junior 
forward Patrick McSorley, beat two 
defenders and blasted a shor past goalkeeper 
Levi Martinez. Benneu tallied his second 
goal of the game in the 64th minule when 
he netted a pass from junior defender Kyle 
Swords. 
The Dukes exploded for three goals in just 
over three minutes to seal the victory. 
Bennett continued the scoring at 75 :26 
when he beat the goalkeeper and fired a 
shot into an empty net. 
Geoff Honeysell netted a Mark Ellis at 
77:57 for the fourth goal. David Villarrecal 
was successful in a penalty kick ar 78:38 
after EUis was fou led in lhe box. 
Brian Bailey recorded three saves for 
James Madison and Marrinez recorded 
seven for St. Mary's. The Dukes ourshotthe 
Gaels 21-9. 
JM U is ranked ninth in the nation 
according to the Sept. 6 Soccer Amuica 
Men's Collegiate Top 20 poll. 
This weekend the Dukes play host 10 rhe 
JMU-Sheraton Inn Tournament. Teams in 
the tournament include Richmond, S t. 
Bonaventure, Virginia Tech, and JMU. 
Rank School Record Last Week 
l. VirgtnUl 1· 1·0 I 
2. Rurgers 1-0·0 5 
3 North Carolina 1-1·0 4 
4. lnd1ana 1-1 -0 2 
5. Sr. Louis 2-0-0 15 
6. Clemson l-0-0 6 
7. Boston University 2-0-0 or 
8. UCLA 2-0-0 8 
9. James Madison 2-0-0 10 
10. Sourh Carolina 0-2·0 3 
ll.SanFrancisco l-0-0 12 
12. San Diego l -0·0 14 
13. Hartwick 0-0-0 13 
14. Portland 2-0·0 17 
IS. Cal-Stole Fullerton 1· 1-0 7 
16. Columbia 0·0-0 16 
17. SMU 2-0-0 nr 
18. Duke 1-1·0 9 
19. William& Mary 1-0-0 19 
20. Princeton 0-0-0 20 
H.EC H.EPOHT 
• Wellness programs, Sept. 14th, Secure 
yourself by anending the "Self-Defense 
Workshop'' at 7 p.m. in Taylor Hall, rm. 
205. 
• Recreational Activities' " Happy Hour" 
Friday at 5: 15 at Hillside Fitness Center. 
This Friday "Funky Step." Next week : 
''TotaJ Body Workout." 
• Deep water exercise class. Savage pool in 
Godwin Hall, Sept. 12 & 14. 12: 15 & 8:30 
p.m., Sept. I 0 & II. 2:30 p.m. 
• Men's Rugby, Sept ll on Godwin Field 
at I p.m. 
• Co-ed field hockey Sept. l I on Warren 
Field at 3 p.m. 
... 
. . ,
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IF YOU THOUGHT COLLEGE WAS 
EXPENSIVE, TRY PUTTING YOURSELF 
THROUGH RETIREMENT. 
T l.,l. ,,I,., .. , '"1'1'"' ""<' '""'''II 1 .. , '" ,•nl\ It\,. """' ,·~••, ,,, lnnr• r 
t rt I"'' II l'llh'l\1 I I lUlL' I" Itt rlh· ~· , .•• h··t 
""·"" '·" 11'•1 \1111 (1,., ,., '·" •. I." llllt.IIC I, 
\ uu h." t ''lh' ' ,lu .• hl, ,,,., t "' '••u• 
1,\\tU I tHh 
'ltnH htl '"'' ·•·"·'"'·'f' "' ... , ,J, t, •••• 1 
I 11th' ltu \nut "''''h to~'"'' 
1\ut ""'·•lltu~ , .... [, t!ll> l,, C.n,,._t, th t .. 
11 \ UU ht·~.tttl '•'' lit hl•l ''"'' .1 tt\ollllt •t 
·'~' tltut\ \ttU '''" u•UIOttl.th '•~'·""'J 
t..\ tlh.-lUU\ \UUII t l•~~ t&.;;l .. t\t\ lt\t 
\\',uc h" \hit ... ,,,.,I \•Itt ,1111 ,.,,,, .... ,, .. ~~1, 
~ltt~oti1HIIllh let lt,l It lit •~ tt1tt 1'''• tl 
\1 II \ \ t I~ I I ",. ""' .. .,1, '""l,•r· 
....... 1 ""' '·""' ,, •l.ttllll¥ •••• h '"' 
, .111 holp .,,.,1,,. 11 l"""'hl,· " nh lh "I tit· 
I<' III L'III<'III ,111tl l,t\ ,fdo•tl <'" olltiUII\ 
pitH I'• .1 •),\ \I~,· tHH tlulnt ••l IU\ l 'IIIH 111 
, lhth , .... ,,.,,1 •• t '-'' ut.l ••t p,· 1 •ut.tl 
... ,.,' h t' tit .. • I '1'·"'"' ;- '\ ',•.u ... 
(),. 1 I ; llltlfu•n P"'l''' 111 ,.,f"''"""' 
ollllf 1<'•\'olll h ,11 I ,of II',"" \'lltlllll .f Ill 
\ttltl~.l"'l.tt:;l t lt'lti\UH•IH ,..,..,, ltl 
ltnd uu1 lu•" ,.•"'"' ,, , .. an •• ,._.''" .. '" t: .. ll 
tn•l.t\ tthl It 11 u 1 .. ,,, "'nnpl,• 11 , .. ._,put 
\IIIII•Lfl i l.ttltlfh lo•iif<'t lll 111 "h''" \<HI 
"'"' ""'' '""II\\\ HI I .... \IIIII '"k 
\lnrlf•f,,,,,, ''''" ' llllt••• l • .t/ ••11r I nr••llmrttl 1/.,1/iw I .\'/1/1 .v.JJ.J.Vo\'t\' 
En~ur-in~ the fu tul'c 
for tiHl\C who , h .tpc it . 
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Drunk Driving Doesn't 
Just Kill Drunk Drivers 
Friends don't let 
friends drive drunk. 
CnJ&Laadtt 
Met. eportt editor 
l.altweek ..................... 9-2..() 
SeMon total .................. 9-2..() 
Wimingpm:enuge ... .818 
IIIC~at Notte Dame Mkhigan 
Sautbem Cal at PelUl State Penn State 
~}r~hat Southam Mimlt!ppi Vrginia Tech 
Teaqeeeee at Georgia Georgia 
Ohta $We at W'u~on Washington 
DwavwlllfY Jell NY Jets 
Detroit at llmaeeota Minnesota 
Mfamtt.tG~Bay Miami 
Pittlburgh at CJrleJand Ptttsb.lrgh 
hD Praa.citc~at Eansu City San Pnncisco 
lt was a tight week for the predictors, who finished their debut with Craig l. and Mike 
tied for firJt place and AHson traiHng only one game behind. As for Craig N., well, let's just 
say it's still early. In time he'll learn you never, ever pick tbe Patriots to win. 
The hometown teams disappointed each and every predictor, with the exception of Craig 
N., who unfortunately didn'l have the Harrisonburg High BlueStrealcs.as a game choice. 
Alison temporarily lost sanity and thought it was 1992 when she picked her beloved 
R~kins to win thinking Gary Clark was stiU around to catch Mark Rypiens' passes. Mike 
is still kicking himself for ignoring the California ties and picking Arizooa over the Rams 
because it denied him sole possession of first place. Craig L. is kicked back and laid back in 
typical fashion. He barely blinked when the Eagles lost to the Giants last week. Underneath 
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GUEST 
PREDICTOR 
llfte Wileot Alilon: CnjgNewman 
tporllt 'Writer tportt or ~editor AdrtanLeuy 
9-2..() 8-3 K-Jot patkmg 
9-2..() 8-3-0 4-7-o atteOda.nt 
.818 .727 .363 
NotreOame Notre Dame Notre Dame Notre Dame 
Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State 
V~Tech ~M~ Vrginia Tech Southern Miss 
Georgia Georgia Tennessee Tennessee 
Obto State Washington Washington Ohio State 
• Denver Denver NY Jets NY Jets 
Detrott Minnesota Detroit Detroit . 
Gt-een8ay Miami Green Bay Miami 
PirtsbJrgh . Pittsblrgh Piltsblrgh Pinsblrgh 
San Prancisco San Francisco San Francisco Kansas City 
the quiet exterior, however, is a competitive monster c lamoring for bragging rights. 
"Predictors" gets tougher this week - you'll see no token Florida SLaLe-Maryland 
choice (by the way, Terrapins fans, the line as of Wednesday was 33. And that's probably for 
the first quarter,) 
Mike Shealy started out the 1994 guest predictor lineup a solid 8-3. This week the 
predictors welcome someone they swear they have no antipathy towards whatsoever- junior 
Adrian Leary, H-lot parking attendant. Craig squared and Alison say they have no problem 
with Jiving on the streets after graduation due to the seemingly millions of dollars they've 
spent in parking tickets. Mike does the California thing and bikes across campus, so Craig L. 
better watch his back next time he's walking to transportarion to pay another ticket. 
LEARN How· ~0 
S~RE~CH YOUR 
· Check out Bree~e Advertising 
For rate information call Jonathan Rhudy at 568-612.7 . 
I : 1/1 
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!HUMOR I 
CALVIN & HOBBES/ Btll Watterson 
1~ ~ 'r\ER£ SE~ toft 
AA<E K (;0! r 
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0&: I ~\ £-rut~ 
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\'YoU ARE so STUPID I'LL 
BET You'D FOR9ET YouR HEAD 
IF I _HADN'T .. ATIAc~E;D IT ... 11 




I ~~~ · 
~; 
"Whoa whoe whoa! ... You'll have to go 
back and walk through again." 
>lAB 
'\YoU'D BETTER IYY\KE 1HE 
NEXT ONE ft DoUBLE. 
I 1 M NOT EVEN BlJZZIN& YET.,, . . . ... . . . .. . . . . . .... .... '"' . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . ... ..... . ' 
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------...CLASSIFIEDS~-----
tallneRH~el• 4 alii opt.-
Pumllhecllndudlng eppi!MCM, 
WID, OW, AJC. Belcony. Neer 
:;:- on bus route. Cell 434· 
P. . ole to uore t/2 of 4 Ill ._-F .. ..,l .. lr, $2SOhno. 
u.tl. lll0711432-0838. 
IIIIo 1 ...._...,.._.3BR 
houee, mele, non·•moker, 
121~. 433-1109 
Awllllle...el .... t112blllh-
AJI eppllancee, WID, central elr, 
hHI. One mile rrom cempue. 
S20Qjperlall. 584-0382 
4 1111 ............. treller - On 
lorm. I ...._ ftom JMU. S340(mo. 
lncludee utllltln. Enfoy peeee & 
quill 2344711 
FOR SALE 
.,.,. ... _ .......... 314. 
Excellent condition. With ell 
ecc:eeeortea. 12100/obo. PIMck, 
432.o831. 
"ltofllnt oouotl .. eMir - Gold 
color. Eicllllnt condition, $75. 
432·1780 
................ - vtvl1lr Sel1ll 
II, 70·21omm telephoto lens tor 
Nllon, $10. Vlvlar 2X clcJutHr lor 
NIGon, - Ballin .... ooncllon, 
with COli. 11515 or 434·0810. 
lMIIe flllleiOI. 
Ill 
LAta Ifill• Dol Praduclone 
t4E.W ... 8t. 
Full·•lu ••ttr••• a fr••• -









T... ,ula.en IIMtoUrlftt Of 
Stounton Stetlon Ia looking for 
II.Wrl wlltr I jlntel pereonollty. 
Ald¥ ~ lor 1unct1 or dinner 
..... Foi chctlol• col-..e812. 1om-.. fNelprtng ..... lrtpel Sell 8 .,_,. & go ,.., Beat 
.,_,. & price~~ BoNri'iu, Concun, 
Jamelco, Pen•~• C_ll~l Grell 
...,.,.. ... (800)87H388 
atU0- W 72 ~ colleae T· 
lhlrll . Prolll $383.80. Rlak·lnte. 
Choose from 19 designs. Free 
C810iog. (800)~ 
S10CIIItr poealble - MDIII~ our 
dra~llra. For Info call (202)298· 
110M. 
....,...,...__ ... ~•m 
caah ~ go !reel Student Trevel 
Service• 11 now hiring campua 
repntllntotlvee. Loweet rat11 111 
Jamelce. Cencu'!.! Dayton• & 
Penam• City DIICh. Call 
(800)848-449. 
Child care efter achool -
Keezletown achool dlllrlct. 269· 
8800 lfter 7 p.m. 
lnvtf'oiNM11tol ~h ftM fa 
hiring polite, relleble people 
prwterlbly ..... office & computer 
expeMI~e~ eo conduct telephone 
lnllrvllwl~ lllel) & do offlce 
wortt. FJIXIDII pari·Ume evening 
lhlftl, Mondly-SaiiJRfly, $5:SMM'. 
~~y ol 245 E. Weier St. , 
-Friday betWeen 3-7 p.m.: 




t1 p.&- 7 Lift. 
Dllkaeft ...... .., .... ,. ....... ................... ..,., ... ..,_. 
.... 1 •a.r.-. 
............. Mull ...... 
IIICIIMMd&llllaiDwall~ fll -~ a..- dii:IIIICIIW 1n a ,..,... 
"''r 'I •-·~· 
~.............. .., 
lmpaNnl. ~ .. - ... ...., .... Ina.,._...,...,.. 
l*y.II.IQtw. 
.,..a.-.....: ..... 
~ lwdlioiiiJIIQ& aiiiiiiD wall 
-.... ..... &poll QA)....,.._ 
prtllrrad. 1M nat._y. 10.1& 
lwto'wiL Sallrr IS.OOihr 
hlw/N.nl& $~orr'*"'~ .. 
lMIIIIOff In--~'*"' 
OIIDr. ...., Hill, ""· .. ., ... , .. ......-..: ............ 
ylftnoet 1 ooctl • -
For the Staunton·Augusta YMCA 
Pf'C)gl'lln. Pollllon aVal'-bll tor 1 
motiYI1ed & enttuillllc hturctor 
Interested In helping 1 program 
grow. Muat be able eo coec:h & ~PGt 
all levels or boys' & glrta' 
proor111lve gymneatlca. tfoura 
lncfude ertemoonPt::::lngs & 
~ rnotmga. conliCt 
the Staunton-Augusta YMCA for 
applcollolilnto: (703~5164. 
CruiM lfllpe now tlirtna - Eom 
up to $2000+/mo. woilclng on 
orulae ahlpa or lend-lour 
compenlel. World travel (Hawaii 
Mexico, the Cerlb~ 
8•101\11 & lull·tlml 
available. No exper ence 
nec,~~·~·_for more Info call 
(208)634:04Cl8, .C532.51. 
................. AltciJy ........ 
Lunch, downtown Hairrlaonburg. 
Af/flltaoonl 
I U needed! 
Aulble hourll 
Allnrll*tg pnMdadl 
Evetyone lr....., In afllclaltng 
muM come by Godwin Hill, rm. 
213 toclly or tomorrow 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. eo Ill out tax forma & 
CIOI'IU8c:G. 
Therein 
IMIICiaeoly ...... toclay In 
Taylor Hoi, ,.._ 402 Ill PJft. 
Try to gee PIPit work lied out 
blbe lhll meelngl 
Cectftld ollclals 11m S&'hr • 
M other oftlctalrl eam $5/hr . 
.-..Jtlonl IVIIIIbll - Full and 
part-time l\l8l'1lng houri. lf'l(luMI1al 
eec:urtty •• ~oe~rp~ant (unermed). 
$5.215/hr to a\en. Unlforma 
povldld. F!edlt~IN!Ia. ~
or weeledaye. Cell lor mont Info • 
.... ~ {800)148-2314, 
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Wlllmyrt only • 
lOST & FOUND 
Loat - Four year old Pltbull 
lo .. r mla. While with black 
l'nll1dnol. Mlalng IInce Tuesdlly, 
8130. 1100 reward tor racum. 433-
8450 
SERVICES 
National OJ Connection aaya 
'Welcome Back JMUI' Great 
entertolrment. 433..()38() 
JMU aludenta - Sl h1lr cuta 
Monday·Wedneaday. Clualc 
Touch. Cal 564-0212. 
Skydlve Orangel Come 
upet~ence the IA!Imlle ldvenlura. 
lkyllvtngl Beat lnllructlon & pr1cea 
at Skydlve Orange. CIJI (703)942· 
3671 lor brochure. Ask about 
atudent dloountal 
Buy, aell, tredet Bueball, 
buketblll, IOOiball, hockey, non-
sports. Dukea Sportac:arda, 1427 
S. Mlln St. Phone 433-0UKE. 
Typlat - Accurate, reeaoneble, 
computer/typewriter, ruah jobs. 
434-4947, or pager, 56&0774. 
F,..hmen Dll1dntl - lDt next to 
JMU. Cell433-~126" after 5 p.m. 
Loweet prlcee on Imprinted T • 
ahlna. aweetahlrta, etc.l Alao 
novelty llama & embroidered 
aportawaert Group dlacountal 
Clmpua CUstom RIIOUICIII, Unlld. 
433-3734 
tloiMback ricllnti laeaono - t /2 
hour from JMU. Alao, 2 worlclng 
atudent posi tions avelleble, 
experienced rldera preferred. 
Mllde. 828-32231or mora lnlo. 
lewmg a alteretlona - Hem '**· ftx .......... c:lolhel. Oulc:k 
tum·eround, reasonable rates. 
434-5563. leave rnaaega. 
NOT1CE 
For more lnfonrolr1lon end 
_.._a,...dlng the 
ln...U .... an of 111•101111 
..... ~&WOI'tl· 
......... opporturllllae. oontoct ....................... 
Inc., .. (703) M24411. 
WANTED 
Wenlldl Amertt:a'l lutllt growtng 
travel company now seeking 
lndlvlduela to promote tripe to 
Jamelce. Cancun, Bahemu, 
FIOI'Idl, Pedre. Bart)ado8. Eoalelt 
way to travel tree, fantastic pey. 
Sunlplutl Tours, (800)426-7710. 
A couch, futon • bike - Call 




atudlnls, cash In on good oradeL 
Apply now for Army ~OTC tctlola,... Call 568-8264. 
Colleae Handball Choir forming 
ot Aatiury UMC. Tranaportatlon 










RtiDAY, SEPT. t .. 
w.My Foundltlon 
IIO&u.ort&t. 
We Open lillie Nita 
1~ off totlll purch .. e at Cool 
,,.._ CYderY wf1h Valley Gold 
caret Clll433:f956. 
Dukee Football - Have an 
••••om• s11aon1 Good tuckl 
Love. AI' . 
Halo ...,.... StDrck & 11 oC my 
lllkJw An' Brother~. Jeltrey 
~- M !hOM lnlnsted In 
becoming en Honor Council 
Representallve cen pick up an 
application beQin.'llng Wedneldly, 
Sept. 7 11 eTther the Cempua 
Center Info Desk or the Honor 
Council Office, Taylor Hell, rm . 
A226. Deadline for submitting an 
appUcatlon Is Sept. 23 by 4:30 p.m. 
10 the HO Office. 
AIA - Pay beckl are hell, hope 
you're enjOying choking on our 8 
foot chicken. Ace Ventura Pet 
Detedlve Is hot on your tnl.l. IAE 
INMEMORIUM 
DAVIDKJWAN 
JAN. t, 1171-AUG. 28, 11MM 
YOU ARE LOVED & 
MISSED 
ArT, ZTA, I:D:- Thankl for the 
QnNII Bac:lc to the BooQ, Bactc to 
lha Bottle Weekend! Love. nKA. 
nKA - Great atlr1 to the 
aemeater1 Saturday waa 1 blutl 
loVe, ZTA. 
M' - Get paycMd lor Ruehl We 
.,. the grMeeed 
Delte Oamm• fovea our 
Anc:hormln Marty! Thanks for 111 
your help. you are the greetesll 
loVe, your Ar gll1sl 
Hive I gr'llt WMic Ar PXII We 
mill you 1111 
KED 
TRYOUTS 
tonight at the 
Convocation Center 
6:30-8:15 p.m. 
DON'T JUST SIT 
THERE! 
Your business or organization can reach more than 
11,000 JMU students 
and 1,400 full-time faculty and staff every 
Monday and Thursday in The Breeze. 
Deadlines for display ads are Monday and Thursday at 5 p.m. 
Deadlines for classifieds are Tuesday and Friday at noon. 
----~---
,. 
FAST, FREE DEUVERY 
llam -lam Sun- Thurs 
llam- 2am Fri - Sat 
433-0606 










Medium 1 topping I ~eltopping and 2 FREE Drinks I an FREE Drinks 




$6~§tax $7p~Ix • ,. 
Medium 2 or 3 topping Large 2 or 3 topping 
and 2 FREE Drinks and 4 FREE Drinks 
• • Tb1n or Pan Pufect Crust Tbln 01' .._ ~ Cnlst NoCouponN~ 
~---- ---------·1 
No Coupon Necaeary 
• 
